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EARLY SPANISH-INDIAN COMMUNICATION

IN THE GREATER SOUTHWEST

CARROLL L. RILEY*

COMMUNICATION was a serious problem in the first decades of
New Spain. How did the European manage to establish meaningful contact with the aborigine? Certainly, where there was ex, tensive intercourse between Europeans and Indians, all sorts of
people had to be able-at least minimally-to communicate with
each other.
Occasionally, documentary evidence for the level of linguistic
contacts is reasopably clear but, far more often, it is obscure. Various scraps of evidence from ethnohistorical and archaeological
sources sometimes suggest the truth of the situation, or at least
help us to make an educated guess.
The Spaniards' method of solving their first major language
problem is well known. Maria (La Marina, Malinche, or MalintZln), born in Coatzacoalco, was a Nahuatl speaker; when she became a slave of the Lord of Tabasco she learned Mayan. Cortes
obtained Maria on the Yucatan coast, where he also rescued a
Spaniard, Jeronimo de Aguilar, a slave of the Maya for a number
of years. When the expedition reached Aztec-speaking country,
Aguilar and Maria worked as dual translators, rendering Spanish
to Maya to Nahuatl and back. Maria quickly mastered Spanish,
and by the time T enochtitlan was reached she was able to translate
directly from Nahuatl to Spanish.! After the Conquest Nahuatl

• This paper was read in an earlier draft by Basil C. Hedrick, J. Charles Kelley,
Campbell W. Pennington, and Brent Locke Riley. The two maps were drawn by
Laura E. Knipe. I wish to express my appreciation to all the above individuals for
their courteous help.
.
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continued to be so importantthat a number of Spaniards, especially
priests, learned it, and many Nahuatl speakers learned Spanish.
Beginning with Crist6bal de Olid's expedition of 1522, Spaniards overran the Tarascan area. There the same thing happened.
Some Spaniards, especially priests, learned T arascan, and many
Tarascans learned Spanish. By the time NUllo de Guzman was
ready for his great raid up the west coast of Mexico in 1530, many
native Nahuatl and Tarascan speakers knew Spanish and a number of native Spanish speakers knew Nahuatl or Tarascan. Certain
missionaries early learned the Otomian languages, which were distributed in an arc around the north of the Valley of Mexico. 2 In
general, however, the long-held position of Nahuatl as a lingua
franca throughout central Mexico was even more firmly established by 1530.
When Guzman pushed into Sinaloa he was in contact with
people who spoke varying dialects, some of which were related to
Aztec, though probably not closely enough for mutual intelligibility. The question of actual Aztec-speaking enclaves on the west
coast is stilI unsettled but it does not really concern us here, for,
in any case, there seems to have been considerable use of Nahuatl,
at least as far north as the Piaxtla River. 3 This bilingual aspect of
west coast cultures obviously Simplified Guzman's progress up the
coast. The question of the extent of Nahuatl speech in Sinaloa
may never be answered, but the implications in terms of archaeology are clear. In pre-Columbian times the west coast was a corridor
for the movement of central Mexican ideas northward4 and, with
this movement, may well have gone the languages of central
Mexico. J. Charles Kelley and Charles C. DiPeso, among others,
have suggested strong movements of both ceremonialism and trade
contacts going as far as the Hohokam, Mogollon, and Anasazi
regions. 5 If this is the case-and the evidence is, in my view, very
persuasive-it would go far to account for the ease of linguistic
contact found by Guzman on the west coast. In regard to this
general situation, my own study of color-direction symbolism suggests contacts between Mesoamerica and the upper Southwest that
in part "leapfrogged" northern Mexico. 6
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The trading proclivities of central Mexican peoples have been
noted in more recent times. According to Carl Lumholtz, writing
at the turn of the twentieth century, "I have met a Tarasco as far
north as Las Cinco Llagas, a village of the Northern. Tepehuanes,
where he had settled and married. In former times T arasco merchants used to make their way as far north as the present Territory
of New Mexico. H7
Whatever the situation in pre-contact times, it is clear that
"Mexican" (Nahuatl or other closely related dialects) continued
to spread, and to spread rapidly, into the west of Mexico after the
Conquest. For example, the Tahuas of the Culiacan Valley, who
probably spoke a separate Uta-Aztecan language, were by 1600
being persuaded to take up Aztec speech so that they could perform their religious devotions. 8
Europeans first penetrated the west Mexican frontier from the
north. In the spring of 1536 the Narvaez survivors, Alvar Nunez
Cabeza de Vaca, Andres Dorantes, Alonso de Castillo Maldonado,
and Esteban, a black slave of Dorantes,9 reached the Spanish settlement of Culiacan in central Sinaloa after travelling through
Texas and northern Mexico (or perhaps through southern New
Mexico and Arizona). Cabeza de Vaca claims that they learned
six Indian languages in their long overland trek-or, at least, that
Esteban knew six, for he did much of the interpreting. 10
Entering Gpata country sometime in late 1536, the party was
in a well-settled region where it was very generously received. At a
town they named Corazones (hearts) the group received six
hundred deer hearts. It was at Corazones that Cabeza de Vaca
heard what may be the first mention of the Pueblo area.
They also gave us . . . many good turquoises which they get from
the north . . .. and five emeralds, .shaped as arrow-points . . . I
asked where they got them from and they said they were brought
from some very high mountains toward the north and they traded
for them feather tufts and parrot plumes and they said that there
were big towns with many people and very big houses. l l
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That the Pueblo Indians were making extensive use of various
parrots and macaws in pre-Spanish times is now beyond dispute. 12
Scholars usually locate Corazones near present-day Ures on the
Sonora River. 13 In spite of the importance of Corazones in the
early Spanish records, we know all too little about the place. The
assumption that it was a lower Pima village14 fits the evidence best
but is only an assumption. Whatever the linguistic affiliations,
Cabeza de Vaca seems actually to have referred to a district as well
as to a town. Oviedo speaks of three compactly built small towns
of about twenty houses. 15 "And this town or better said [these]
towns together, the Christians called 'Villa de los Corazones.'''
Las Casas gives a probably inflated figure of eight hundred houses
for Corazones, describing the buildings as made of cane and roofed
with palm (thatch?).16
Continuing on southward with a party of friendly Pima Indians, or perhaps Pima and 6pata Indians, Cabeza de Vaca passed
through a country of scattered rancherias,17 probably those of the
Cahitan speakers of southern Sonora. Eventually the group contacted a party of Spanish border settlers with their Indian and
Negro servants, perhaps on or near the Fuerte River. This party,
under the command of Diego de Alcaraz, was raiding northward
from Culiacan in search of slaves, and the Spaniards had interpreters who could speak with the followers of Cabeza de Vaca.
There were immediate hard feelings between the Alcaraz and
Cabeza de Vaca parties over the Indians who came with the latter.
To Alcaraz these Indians must have promised a financial windfall,
and he bitterly resented Cabeza de Vaca's objections to thei~ enslavement. They were speaking a language called Primahaitu
which, according to Cabeza de Vaca, had been in use by Indians
for the last four hundred leagues. The statement is somewhat
ambiguous, but it might mean that over a long stretch of back
trail, the Spaniards had been able to communicate in a trade jargon
or a lingua franca. The four hundred leagues (ca. 1200 miles)
probably should not be taken too literally. The language itself was
most likely Pima. Is This does hint at Widespread linguistic contact in that part of the world.
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Some of the Indians with the Cabeza de Vaca party had, in fact,
been taken as slaves; others may have been settled in the village of
Bamoa south of the Sinaloa River. 19 Both ofthese events are very
suggestive in terms of the possible linguistic contacts that we have
on the west coast a short time later.
In early 1539 it was decided that the recently arrived Franciscan
Friar Marcos de Niza and a "Padre Fra. Onorato," who seems to
have really been a lay brother,20 should make a trip north. to investigate the presumed golden lands that Guzman and Cabeza de
Vaca had reported. 21 Fray Marcos began his trip from San Miguel
de Culiacan on March 7 ~ Besides Onorato, he was accompanied by
Esteban. In addition there were a number of Indians, "freed by
Viceroy Mendoza," presumably Pima-speaking Indians, who had
come south with the Cabeza de Vaca party three years before. In
the intervening time these Indianslfiust have learned something of
Spanish or of Nahuatl or both. Since Marcos seems to have been
able to communicate with them, they probably knew Spanish, although his own Spanish may have been somewhat sketchy.22 Also
with the party were Indians from Petatlan on the Sinaloa River
and from a village named Cuchillo, also on or near the Sinaloa
River. At Petatlan, Fray Onorato became ill and had to be sent
back to San Miguel. The Petatlan-Cuchillo Indians presumably
stayed attheir homes, Marcos and Esteban pushing on with the
liberated northerners.
On the trip north, Fray Marcos seems to have had no trouble
getting his message across to the natives. This suggests that his
helpers spoke Pima (an.d most probably were Pima). Along the
way they probably picked up individuals skilled inCahita and
perhaps Serio It is here suggested that Marcos did not, in fact,
reach Gpata country (as claimed by Sauer, Bolton, and others}.23
From the present evidence it would seem that Marcos either failed
to penetrate beyond Pima country, or did so only fleetingly. In any
case he had contact with only one or two Cfbolan individuals. The
situation with Esteban was, of course, different. The black companion of Marcos was probably killed near one of the Zuni towns
and he had considerable intercourse with the Puebloans; whether
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through interpreters or not is unclear. We shall take up this question of Pueblo-Pima contact below.
Whatever the actual level of communication, Esteban was already famous for the speed with which he picked up native dialects. For example, Cabeza de Vaca remarked,
We approached them with much authority and gravity [here the
party is with either Opata or Lower Pima, but Vaca may also be
referring to past events] and in order to maintain it spoke very little
to them. It was the Negro [Esteban] who always talked to them; he
asked about the road we should travel, the towns-in short about
everything we wished to know. 24

Of course Cabeza de Vaca is stressing Spanish "dignity" but the
point of Esteban's ability is still made.
In reality, the level of communication between Esteban and
the various Indians and between Marcos and the Indians seems
quite high. For example, when Marcos waited at Vacapa in
northern Sonora, messengers from Esteban arrived.
. . . they told me on Esteban's behalf that I should set out immediately and follow him because he had met people who informed him of
the greatest thing in the world; that he had Indians with him who
had been there [Cfbola] of whom he sent me one. This one told me
so many marvels of the land that I postponed believing them until
after seeing them or having verified the matter further. 25

After describing some of these marvels, Marcos gives further
details:
He told me many other particulars both of these seven cities and of
other provinces farther on, each one of which he claims to be much
more important than these seven cities. In order to find out from him
how he came to know this we had many questions and answers and 1
found him very clear. 26
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Several points must be considered in evaluating this statement.
It is possible of course to dismiss the whole thing as an invention.
Stripped of its considerable exaggeration, however, the actual in~
formation given to Marcos of terraced multi-storied stone houses
forming compact towns, filled with "well-clothed" people who had
and used turquoises, does have a ring of authenticity. Marcos may
have inHated this story, but it is more likely that he and his Indian
informant simply did not place the same semantic value on such
words as "great;" "important," "large," etc. This particular kind of
semantic "credibility gap" is one familiar to anthropologists. In any
case, what does seem to ring true is that Marcos talked at length
with an Indian who had been to Cibola.
This account was v~iified a few days later by "Pintados," Indians who visited Marcos at Vacapa and told similar stories.
Undreiner believes those Indians to have been Sobaipuris, one of
the ancestral groups of the upper Pima. 27
Some time later Marcos met an actual native of Cibola, who had
Hed the land for political reasons, and who "gave him some rather
garbled but extremely detailed information on that land. According to Marcos:
. . . he told me that Cibola was a big city in which there are many
people, streets, and plazas, that in some sections of the city there "are
some very large houses ten stories high, and that the leaders assemble
in them on certain days of the year. They say that the houses are of
stone and lime, as described by those farther back, that the portals
and fronts of the principal houses are of turquoise. He told me that
the "other seven cities !lre like this one, some even larger, and that the
principal one is Ahac~s.28

As to the turquoise portals, Winship comments that Marcos de
Niza "was again informed that the principal doorways of Cibola
were ceremonially ornamented with designs made of these stones.
Mr. Frank H. Cushing has since learned, through tradition, that
this was their custom."29
Fray Marcos' informant gave additional information. A nearby
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kingdom, named Marata, had the same kind of cities and was
at war with Cibola. Another kingdom was named T otonteac.
He says that it is the greatest in the world, with more people and
riches, and that there they wear clothes of material like mine, and
other finer materials, obtained from the animals that they had
described to me before. These people are very orderly, and different
from the people I have [previously] seen. He also said that there is
another very large kingdom and province which is called Acus-because there is Ahacus, and Ahacus with the aspiration [Aha-cus] is
one of the seven cities, the main one; and without the aspiration,
Acus, is the kingdom and province. He told me that the dress they
wear at Cfbola is the same as they told me farther back. He said that
all the people in that city sleep in beds high off the floor, and that
they have bedclothes, and awnings which cover the beds. He told
me that he would go with me as far as Cfbola, and beyond, if I
wished to take him. This same report was given to me at this town
by many other persons, although not in such detai1. 3o

Whatever one thinks of the truth of this report-and again the
question of semantic equivalents enters in-it is extraordinarily detailed and could not have been given by signs. Clearly the Cibolan
native and Marcos were in some sort of verbal communication.
There are other statements by Fray Marcos of the same sort. He
talks again with the Indians who were sent back by Esteban and
reproduces some of Esteban's conversation with natives to the
north. He reports the death of Esteban in some detail, which
again suggests that there was easy verbal communication.
What was the nature of the language situation in which Fray
Marcos found himself? First it seems virtually certain that Marcos
could speak no northern Mesoamerican or Southwestern language.
More to the point, Marcos had been in New Spain only since
1537,31 and his earlier work in Guatemala and South America
would hardly have presented him with the opportunity to learn
Nahuatl or Tarascan. During his stay in New Spain Marcos appears to have been mainly in Mexico City, working and planning
with Mendoza and with Bishop Juan de Zumarraga. Perhaps
Marcos was studying Nahuatl or Tarascan in his spare time, pre-
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paring for later mission work, but he is not likely to have been very
proficient at the time of the Cfbolan trip.
, It seems most likely, therefore, that Spanish was the only
language Marcos used. Who, then, were his informants? It seems
fairly clear that some of the Indians who came south with the
Cabeza de Vaca party also went with Marcos and Esteban. These,
as we have seen, were probably speakers of one or the other Lower
Pima dialect. There must have been Cahitan speakers as well, for,
in the actual words of the Viceroy in his charge to Marcos:
Likewise the said governor, Francisco Vazquez [de Coronado] is
taking along those Indians who came with Dorantes and others from
those regions who could be brought together, so that if he and you
deem it advisable that some of them should go along . . . ,32

The Pima had been enslaved for three years and if earlier slaves of
the Guzman raids were included, they may have been in Spanish
hands for several years. It is unlikely, though not impossible, that
the latter group contained Piman speakers. In any case, three years
as a slave would be sufficient for at least a young Pima to learn
Spanish. There is, of course, the possibility that Cahitan servants
of the Spaniards knew Pima or that certain Piman speakers coming
south with Cabeza de Vaca knew Nahuatl. These latter Indians
acted to some degree as guides. This suggests that they had previous knowledge of the country to the south of Pima territory. A
knowledge of Nahuatl (or Tarascan for that matter) would, on the
part of Piman speakers, give another string to Marcos' linguistic
bow for it is clear that some of his Indian companions were Mexicans or Tarascans or both. After Esteban's death, when the party
was discussing the advisability of going on, Marcos remarked:
I found an Indian of mine, whose name was Marcos and whom I
had brought from Mexico, crying. He said to me 'Father, these
people are planning to kill you, because they say that their relatives
have died because of you and Esteban.'33
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It is not clear what language Marcos, the Mexican Indian, used
when speaking to the northern Indians. Again it is conceivable that
Nahuatl might have been known to some of them. The letter of
Coronado to Charles V, dated July 15, 1539, gives a little added
information.
In order that he might travel with greater safety, I sent some
Indians, of those who had been made slaves in this province of
Galicia and whom the viceroy had freed, to 'the towns of Petatlan
and Cuchillo nearly sixty leagues beyond Culiacan. I asked them to
enlist some native Indians of those pueblos and to tell them not to
be afraid. . . . In view of this and the fact that the messengers who
came to appeal to them were free, which astounded them not a
little, over eighty men came to me.
. . . I charged them to take Fray Marcos and Esteban, a negro, to
the interior of the land, with all assurance. . . . They did so treating them very weII.34

It seems very likely that some of the Petatlan Indians spoke
Nahuatl or Spanish or both. As Marcos went north he was escorted
from town to town but a core of original Indians remained with
him. We can assume, therefore, that Pima and possibly even Gpata
speakers who knew Spanish accompanied him. The Pima speakers were Pima Bajo, and, when they reached the Gila-Salt area
they were in Pima Alto country. In view of the short separation
time of the entire Piman-Tepehuan group of languages it is extremely likely that Marcos' Pima could communicate fairly easily
with northern Piman speakers. 35
The Cibolan with whom Fray Marcos talked in such detail,
presumably had Zuni as a native language but he likely used Pima
or some other lingua franca known over that wide area when
communicating with Marcos and Marcos' interpreter. Recall the
statement of Cabeza de Vaca about the language "Primahaitu."
For all its unanswered questions, the Marcos expedition leaves
us with clear statements that Marcos could communicate-and
communicate well-with people up to and including natives of
Cibola. We can turn now to the exploration of Coronado.
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CORONADO expedition was actually a congeries of expeditions, all of them technically coordinated and controlled by Coronado, but with the naval voyage of Alarcon more or less independent. The first party to go out was a reconnaissance group led by
Melchior Dlaz, the alcalde mayor of Culiacan, with fifteen horsemen and with an unstated number of Indians. Dfaz left Culiacan
on November 17, 1539, and returned about four months later,
meeting Coronado at Chiametla.
In a letter to Viceroy Mendoza of March 20, 1540 (quoted in
the viceroy's April 17, 1540, letter to the king), Melchior Dlaz
says:

THE

. . . I shall give your Lordship an account of what I have learned
regarding Cibola, which I have verified by persons who have lived
there for fifteen or twenty years. I have learned this in many diverse
ways, questioning some Indians together and other separately. They
all seem to agree in what I shall now say.36

There follows an extended description: of Clbola remarkably
accurate except in a few details. Dlaz also saw one of the Indians
who had accompanied Esteban and knew the details of his death. 37
Dfaz' letter was written from· Chichilticalli, a town or district
probably on the Salt River. 38 Chichilticalli was in contact with
Cfbola and the Cfbolans encouraged people of the fonner place
to resist the Spaniards. 39
Francisco Vazquez de Coronado, governor of Nueva Galicia,
launched the 'Cfbolan adventure from San Miguel de Culiacan.
He had a very large force, over three hundred Spaniards, several
hundred Indians and Negro servants, large numbers of horses,
cows, and other livestock. The party was in fact so large that an
advance group led by Coronado comprising some eighty horsemen,
twenty-five or thirty foot soldiers, plus large numbers of Indians,40
and some Negro servants,41 went ahead of the main expedition.
Coronado seems to have taken a more inland route than Fray
Marcos, probably following Dfaz' path of the previous winter.
Marcos went with the party, though probably not as guide. They
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pa.ssed Corazones and proceeded up the Sonora Valley, crossing
into southern Arizona somewhere in the San Pedro area. Eventually, in July of 1540, they arrived in the vicinity of Hawikuh,
the most western Zuni or Cfbolan pueblo. On the approaches to
Hawikuh, Coronado met several Cfbolans, and messages, along
with crosses, paternosters, and cloaks, were sent to Cfbola. The
Cfbolans informed Coronado that people from the city were
coming the following day with food, and Coronado informed them
through- an interpreter from the "Valley of Corazones"42 that the
Spaniards came in peace and that the people were to remain in
their homesY
In spite of Coronado's attempts at peace, there were hostilities.
A small group, including two Franciscan lay brothers, were fired
on while trying to read a proclamation from the Crown.
The requisition, in the form which his majesty commanded in his
instructions, was made intelligible to the people of the country
through an interpreter. But they, being a proud people, paid little
attention to it. . . .44

It seems clear enough that the interpreters could make themselves
understood, and Bolton comments:
Through an interpreter from the Valley of Corazones-doubtless one
of the many Opatas who had traded Sonora parrots for Cibola turquoises-Coronado explained to his guests that he had come in the
name of the great Emperor across the water, 'to place them under his
domination and afford them a knowledge of God.'45

This seems reasonable enough considering the known trade northward of parrot and macaw feathers. Except for reasons that are discussed above, the evidence would seem to favor the interpreters
being Pima.
At Cfbola Coronado had considerable difficulty persuading the
Zuni Indians finally to make peace, for the Indians Red to the
surrounding hills. Later an elder, who said he was their lord, came
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to Coronado and "I talked with him as long as he stayed with
me."46 Three days later this man brought the other leaders, though
the Indians. still remained aloof and suspicious. Nevertheless,
Coronado did obtain considerable information. They told him still
another story of the death of Esteban:
. . . the Indians say that they killed him here because the
Indians of Chichilticale said that he was a bad man, and not like
the Christians who never killed women, and he killed them, and
because he assaulted their women, whom the Indians love better than
themselves. 41

He persuaded them to give him a boy from Petathln whom they
had taken captive.
When I tried to secure him, they made excuses for not giving him
to me, for two or. three days, saying that he was dead, and at other
times that the Indians of Acucu had taken him away. But when I
finally told them that I should be very angry if they did not give him
to me, they did so. He is an interpreter; although he can not talk
much [Zuni], he understands very well. 48

On the basis of what the Cibola-Zuni people told them the
Spaniards sent exploring parties in various directions. Pedro de
Tovar and Garda LOpez de Cardenas ventured westward while
Hernando de Alvarado was sent eastward to the Rio Grande.
Tovar, with a party of around twenty Spaniards including Father
Padilla, reached Hopi in late July 1540 and there repeated through
interpreters the requerimiento. This was not taken well by the
Indians and a brief fight ensued, whereupon the Hopi made peace.
Cardenas reached the Grand Canyon of the Colorado and gave
very few hints of communications problems.
Before turning to the Spanish exploration eastward we need to
look at the sea arm of the Coronado expedition. Captain Hernando
de Alarc6n sailed with two small ships from the Acapulco· area
and picked up a third en route. 49 He followed the coast north-
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ward, eventually reaching the mouth of the Colorado River. Then
with ship's boats Alarcon worked his way upriver, finally seeing
Indians on August 27, 1540. They were warlike Yuman-speaking
peoples.50
Here the communication situation seems quite clear. According
to Alarcon in his account of the voyage,
. . . I stood in the stem, in company with the interpreter I had
brought along, and asked him to speak to them. He did so, but they
did not understand him, nor he them, although, seeing that he was
one of them [presumably, seeing that he was an Indian], they
calmed down. 51

Communicating through signs, Alarcon persuaded the natives to
help pull his boats upstream. The party continued on for several
days, and large crowds of Indians were attracted by the sight of
the Spaniards. All were friendly. Then on August 31, Alarcon
found in the crowd an Indian who could understand his interpreter and was able to translate Alarcon's message to his fellows.
He was persuaded to join the Spanish party.52
The Yuman interpreter gave Alarcon interesting information.
There were on the river twenty-three language groups, and upriver were people whom Alarcon's own interpreter could understand. At one point Alarcon reached a group "whose language the
interpreter [presumably neither interpreter] did not understand at
all." A short time later Alarcon's Ytlman informant declared that
he was coming into enemy country and insisted on being sent back
(it is not clear just how).
Going on upstream, they found another interpreter and persuaded him to join the party. This man stated that,
He had been in Cibola, that it was one month's travel from his
country. From that place, following a path bordering the river, it
could be reached in forty days. He said the only reason why he went
was just to see Cibola, as it was a big place.
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There follows a description which, allowing for some exaggeration and the kind of misunderstanding that might take place in a
three-language conversation, sounds very much like the Pueblo
area. There is also a garbled account of a bearded black man (presumably Esteban) who had a dog like Alarcon's and who brought
gifts to (the Cfbolans) and died ~t their hands.
This interpreter also left Alarcon. At this point the narrative
becomes more confused..Alarcon again met the chief Naguachato
with a group of five hundred Indians. Later "many people led by
an old man came out to meet us. They talked in a language that
my interpreter understood very readily." Farther on Alarcon says,
"I met among them one who understood my interpreter very well."
It appears that Alarcon's original interpreter continued to be understood by only a few people in a generally alien speech community.
A day or soJater, farther upriver, still another old Indian understood Alarcon's interpreter. Here, either from the old man himself,
or from other Indians through him, Alarcon obtained more knowledge of Cfbola and an authentic-sounding description of Esteban,
who "arrived there a little more than one year ago," a mention of
his dog, and a circumstantial story of his death. He also heard
stories of the buffalo. 53 Finally, around the nineteenth of September, Alarcon turned back to the ships. Restocking his boats,
AlarcOn then made a second voyage upriver, picking up his first
Yuman interpreter on the way. The second trip was agai~ a peaceful and friendly one. At some point probably near the mouth of the
Gila Alarcon left a cross with a mess~ge carved on it for any of
Coronado's men who might come.
Meanwhile, in mid-September, Melchior Dfaz with twenty-five
men, plus guides, setout from the newly established Spanish
town, San Geronimo de los Corazones, to contact Alarcon. Diaz
reached the Colorado River and found the cross left by Alarcon.
It is not clear to what extent he was able to communicate with the
Yuman tribes. In any case relations were mostly hostile. Diaz was
injured in a hunting accident and died on the way home. 54
Alarcon had planned .to return, but the outbreak of the Mixton
war prevented him from doing so.
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Alarcon wrote with an eye to detail, and the implications in
terms not only of communication but also of trade contacts across
Arizona are very considerable. The bne interpreter he brought with
him was most probably a Piman speaker, though he might possibly
have spoken Opata or one of the Cahitan languages. Very few river
Yumans could understand him; those who could were old men or
important men and at least one claimed to have been to Cibola.
They probably were traders who had been in contact-with the Pima
speakers to the east and knew their language. Again there is the
suggestion that Pima may have been used, at least to some degree,
in trading relationships with Cibola. As well as shedding some
light on the communication situation, Alarcon's accOlmt ip.dicates
the ease with which Southwestern people moved about. Assuming
that Alarcon did not edit the account of Esteban's death too heavily, it would seem that, within a year, a more or less accurate
version of it had reached the lower Colorado River region. The
people who made these contacts were probably traders traveling
singly or in groups-counterparts of the Mesoamerican pochteca.
It seems very likely that Alarcon's informant, who "said the only
reason why he went was just to see Cibola, as it was a big place,"55
actually was doing more than sightseeing. A likely trade item west
to east would have been shells. Indeed, Pacific coast shells were
. traded to the Pueblo area for hundreds of years before the Spaniards came and the traffic continued well into historic times.56 The
trade going west is speculative, but turquoise and other semi-jewel
stones, cotton blankets, and bison hides are possibilities. For example, in Coronado's letter to Mendoza of August 3, I 540, written
from Cibola, there is mention of hides, turquoises including two
earrings, fifteen Indian combs, boards decorated with turquoises
and two wicker baskets "of which the Indians have a large supply."
These, though given as presents, may well have been trade goods. 57
We return now to events in New Mexico. In the fall of 1540
the main Coronado army was ordered to proceed from the Sonora
Valley to Cibola, leaving a garrison at the new settlement of San
Geronimo de los Corazones. Melchior Diaz, who was in charge of
San Geronimo, soon left on the trip to the Colorado River. The
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badly led, badly organized settlement of San Geronimo moved
twice during the mon ths ahead.
From Cibola, Coronado received a deputation from Cicuye, or
Pecos Pueblo, led by a young man who, according to Castaneda's
account, was called "Bigotes" because of his long mustaches.
He told the general [Coronado] they came to serve him in response
to the appeal that they should offer themselves as friends and that, if
the Spaniards planned to visit their land, they should consider them
as their friends. The Indians gave them some presents of dressed
skins, shields, and headpieces. All this was accepted with much
affection. The general gave them glass~are, pearl beads, and jingle
bells, which they prized very highly as something they had never
seen before. 58

It is not entirely clear why Bigotes appeared, but one suspects
he and his party had come to trade. The Pueblo Indians were still
not very well informed as to the real purpose of the Spanish army.
At any rate, Bigotes and his companions offered to guide, or were
coerced into guiding, Hernando de Alvarado, Father Padilla, and
twenty men eastward. After exploring, in the Rio Grande Valley
the group reached Cicuye where they met and took as interpreter
an Indian slave, a native of the farthest interior of the land extending from there to Florida, which is the region discovered by
Don Hernando de Soto. This Indian, whom they named the Turk
because he looked like one, told of large towns.

Taken along on an exploring trip to the Plains, the Turk also told
·of riches of gold and silver, and informed Alvarado that the Pecos
people had taken a golden bracelet from him at the time of his
capture. 59
For the winter season of 154o-i541 Coronado moved his army
to Tiguex in'the middle Rio Gr.ande Valley. The stories of the
Turk, reported by Alvarado and Padilla, excited him and he sent
Alvarado back to Pecos to arrest Bigotes and the "governor" of
Pecos. This piece of cold-blooded chicanery angered the Pecos
people. A tense situation 'developed, but the men were taken
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captive and held for the next six months. Father Padilla ques~
tioned them. According to testimony given by Coronado at his
residencia, the friar "had talked more to Bigotes, since he had accompanied the said Hernando de Alvarado [on the fall, 1540 trip
into the Plains], would understand him better." Padilla, on the
other hand, claimed that Alvarado understood Bigotes better and
suggested that they both question him, though Padilla alone seems
to have done so. When Bigotes denied any knowledge of a gold
bracelet, the Spaniards set the dogs on him. 60
The puzzling thing about this unsavory episode is the implication that Padilla and Alvarado could understand Bigotes, presumably without an interpreter. It may be that the two had picked
up a few words of Towa (the Tanoan language spoken at Pecos)
and were using them to augment sign language but, even so, why
not use interpreters? Bigotes' appearance at Cibola suggests that
he was a much traveled man and a trader and probably commanded
more than one language. Even today, Pueblo Indians often speak
several languages, both Puebloan and non-Puebloan.
One possibility is that Bigotes, corning from a frontier trading
town, actually knew some Nahuatl. We do not know whether
Alvarado spoke that language;61 but Father Padilla, who had been
in Mexico since the late I520'S,62 in all probability did. There is
also some evidence that the Turk had at least a smattering of
Nahuatl. We have, for example, the statement that Juan de Troyano and certain others "knew how to speak some in the Turk's
language and he in Mexican."63
The Turk and a second Indian from the Plains area, named
Isopete, became the key individuals in Coronado's exploration of
the southern Plains in 154 I-the search for Quivira,64 inspired by
the Turk's stories of great gold and other wealth in Quivira. According to Castaneda, the Turk said that:
in his land there was a river, Hawing through plains, which was two
leagues [ca. six miles] wide, .with fish as big as horses and a great
number of very large canoes with sails, carrying more than twenty
oarsmen on each side. The nobles, he said, traveled in the stem,
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seated under canopies, and at the prow there was a large golden
eagle. He stated further that the lord of that land took his siesta under
a large tree from which hung numerous golden jingle bells, and he
was pleased as they played-in the wind.. He added that the common
table service of all was generally of wrought silver, and that the
pitchers, dishes, and bowls were made ofgold. 65

At first glance one is tempted to feel that this story belongs not to
the Plains Indian co~€eptual universe, but to that of the European,
and that the gold-hungry Spaniards were projecting the Quivira
fantasy onto the Turk. Father Padilla, at any rate, seemed convinced that the Portuguese-founded kingdom of Antilia actually
existed. He later searched for it with something akin to madness,
finally meeting his death on the Plains. 66
There is, however, another explanation for the Turk's story.
Clearly the Plains peoples were far-ranging, as witness the travels
of the Turk himself, who lived in what is now Kansas. There
seems a good possibility that the Turk was, in fact, giving a generalized description of one of the Mississippian peoples. Indeed,
the Gentleman of Elvas, traveling at this very time with De Soto
in the present southeastern United States, described a meeting
with 'a chieftain somewhere in Mississippi, near the Mississippi
River, who came with two hundred canoes filled with warriors.
They were painted with ochre, wearing great bunches of white· and
other plumes of many colors, having feathered shields in their hands,
with which they sheltered the oarsmen on either side, the warriors
standing erect from bow to stern, holding bows and arrows. The barge
in which the cacique came had an awning at the poop, under which
he sate; and the like had the barges of the other chiefs; and there, from
under the canopy, where the chief man was, the course was directed
and orders issued to the rest. 67

Earlier in the journeyCin northern Alabama) the De Soto party
met a cacique
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borne in a Iitter on the shoulders of his principal men, seated on a
cushion, and covered with a mantle of martenskins, of the size and
shape of a woman's shawl: on his head he wore a diadem of plumes,
and he was surrounded by many attendants playing upon flutes and
singing. 68

Here, then, are the large boats, the ceremonial treatment of rulers,
and the general luxury of a barbaric court. The Southeastern Indians did not have the table services of gold and silver, but there
was some copper and possibly a little gold. 69
While exploring the southern Plains, the Coronado expedition
in 154 I met people called Querechos who were perhaps Apachean
speaking. Here sign language was definitely used, the Querechos
being very skilled at it according to Castaneda. 70 Even so, the
Querechos seemed to have been able to speak verbally to the Turk
and Isopete, for the latter complained bitterly that they had given
him a different story from the Turk's.71 It is clear that the Coronado
party could communicate at least minimally with the Turk and
Isopete. Apart from the Turk's Nahuatl, mentioned above, we
can reasonably assume that the two Plains Indians spoke at least
T owa, and so could talk with the Coronado group, using two or
more translators. 72
Quivira proved a disappointment. The Turk was strangled, and
Coronado returned to the Pueblo area. Increasing hostility in
Puebloland, the destruction of his Sonora base of San Geronimo,
plus the outbreak of the Mixton war, prompted Coronado to return
to New Spain in the spring of 1542.
Father Juan de Padilla was left behind. With a Portugues~
born member of the expedition, Andres do Campo, two Tarascan
donados, Lucas and Sebastian, two Indians from Capotean or
Capotlan, a mestizo, and a free Negro interpreter (from what to
what?) Padilla returned to Quivira where. he was killed. 73 Lay
brother Luis de Ubeda remained in the Pueblo area with a young
(Indian?) slave of Jaramillo's named Cristobal and two Negro
slaves. 74 Their fate is unknown. More interesting, because the
motives are unclear, are the Indians who stayed behind. A T arascan from Jaramillo's company named Andres, along with several
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other Indians, remained in Quivira (presumably from the 1541
expedition). 75 Castaneda also mentions "some of our Indian allies"
left behind at Cibola. 76

THERE are later mentions of Mesoamerican Indians in Puebloland. Antonio de Espejo, leader of an expedition in 1582-1583
from the Santa Barbara area of Chihuahua to New Mexico, mentions three "Christian Indians" who gave their names as Andres
of Cuyuacan, Gaspar of Mexico, and Anton of Guadalajara. These
Indians, who had come, with Coronado, spoke in half-forgotten
Mexican (Nahuatl) to .the Espejo party.77 Baltasar de Obregon in
writing of the same event says that there were four Indians "two
brothers, Andres and Gaspar, natives of Mexico, Martin, a native
of Tinala, and Anton a native of the town of Liacan."78 Most
interesting, however, is the statement of Diego Perez de Luxan, a
member of the party: "Here [at Zuni] we found Mexican Indians,
and also a number from Guadalajara, some of those that Coronado
had brought. We could understand each other, although the Indians spoke Spanish with difficulty."79 The Onate expedition of
1 598 also mentions "descendants of the Mexican Indians left [at
Zuni] . . . by Coronado."80 At Cibola, Onate specifically noted
two sons of Gaspar who "used a few Mexican words but did not
understand any."
Of course we do not know why Mexican Indians stayed with
the Pueblos, but it does bring up again the possibility that some
may have been intere~ted in trade: in becoming middlemen, of
initiating or continuing: some kind of pochteca activity. Unfortunately we have no info'rmation on this, only the certainty that
Mesoamerican Indians were welcomed, or at least tolerated, by the
Pueblos, because some of them (three? four? a considerable number?) were alive forty years later.
From the documentary and archaeological evidence it seems clear
that there was ample contact between north and west Mexico and
the Greater Southwest, and contact from the lower Colorado River
region to New Mexico and probably beyond. No single favored
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trade language can be absolutely demonstrated, but Pima seems a
good candidate. I have suggested that Alarcon's interpreter spoke
Pima. This fits best the facts as we know them today: the probable
availability of Piman speakers from the Cabeza de Vaca party, the
likelihood that Yuma tribesmen would be acquainted with Piman
speech from the Gila River area, and the statements of Fray
Marcos and Dfaz indicating that Salt-Gila River people could
converse with Cfbolans. .
It is also tempting to think that there may have been some
knowledge of either Nahuatl or Tarascan in the Pueblo area, the
resultof pochteca activity.S! This might go far to explain the ease
with which Coronado and his lieutenants obtained information,
particularly in the eastern areas, and might be another reason why
various' Mesoamerican Indians felt encouraged to remain in the
Pueblos. Such an assumption may indeed be true, but it is not
necessary. The Pueblos in 1540 were probably as polyglot in terms
of Southwestern languages as they were in later times, and with a
few bilingual Pima-Zuni interpreters and a few Pima-Spanish,
Nahuatl or Tarascan interpreters, reasonably good linguistic contact could be made and maintained.
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PLAINS INDIANS ON
THE NEW MEXICO-COLORADO BORDER:
THE LAST PHASE, 1870-1876

MORRIS P. TAYLOR

Colorado became a territory in 186 I, the northern
boundary of New Mexico Territory was dropped from the thirtyeighth to the thirty-seventh parallel. Subsequent political subdivision brought the plains and mountains (to the crest of the Sangre
de Cristos) of extreme northeastern New Mexico within the confines of the immense County of Colfax (established in 1869).
Most of the same type of country in southeastern Colorado was
divided between the counties of Las Animas and Bent (established
in 1866 and .I 870, respectively). The eastward course of the
Cimarron Seco, or Dry Cimarron (known simply as the Cimarron
in Kansas and Oklahoma), through hills and mesas in New Mexico just south of the Colorado line showed few signs of white occupation in the early 1870'S. The Hall brothers-Jim, Nathan, and
William-brought in 2,5°0 head ofcattle from Richland Springs,
Texas, in the fall of 187 I. Their Cross L brand soon dominated
the country along the Dry Cimarron, and there were a few other
scattered settlers. 1 As early as 1868 it had been rumored that Madison Emory had discovered a gold-bearing quartz lode "of marvelous
richness" .on the river, but the report apparently was without
substance. 2
In Colorado,·on the Arkansas River and its southern tributary
known as the Purgatoire (Americanized to Picketwire), settlement
was developing slowly in the vicinity of the'conBuenceof the two
streams. In 1866 the well-known frontiersman, Tom Boggs, went
WHEN
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to the lower Purgatoire from New Mexico and founded the tiny
community of Boggsville;3 the following year the relocated Fort
Lyon was set up on the north bank of the Arkansas below the
mouth of the Purgatoire. 4
Except for a few cattle and sheep outfits, there was no resident
white population between the Arkansas and Canadian Rivers,
through which the Cimarron Cutoff of the Santa Fe Trail passed.
But that branch of the famous thoroughfare was withering as railroads reached across Kansas. In 1870 the Santa Fe trade went to
the Kansas Pacific Railroad town of Kit Carson in eastern Colorado, much of it carried via the Mountain Branch of the Trail
through Trinidad and over the Raton Pass. At the same time the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, which was soon to have
a prime effect, was still building across the plains of central Kansas
many miles east of the Cimarron Cutoff. 5
During the first half of the 1870'S there were Indian incursions
through the region between Fort Lyon and Fort Bascom, on the
Canadian River,6 for reasons and on a scale not generally realized.
Appearance of young men of the Plains tribes from their agencies
east of the Antelope Hills in Indian Territory during 1872 and
1873 may be ascribed mainly to a desire for perpetuation of the
old way of life. Penetration of the upper Dry Cimarron country
and the valleys of the Arkansas and the Purgatoire above Fort Lyon
was a continuation of their old pattern of warring on the Ute in
the foothills, or even in their mountain fastnesses, while the Ute
maintained their custom of buffalo-hunting and horse-stealing on
the plains. 7 Search for buffalo does. not explain raids that far west
by warriors of the Plains tribes. White buffalo hunters had not yet
made serious inroads south of the Arkansas River, 8 although the
winter of 1872-1873 saw the heaviest shipments of buffalo hides
from Dodge City, Kansas, north of the Arkansas. 9 That same
winter was a good one for the southern Cheyenne, whose buffalo
hunts had been very successful. 10 Most of the raids probed far
beyond the location of the main buffalo herds, which on the Dry
Cimarron was rarely west of the range of the later 101 Ranch
astraddle the Neutral Strip-New Mexico boundaryY
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Ute horses were an attraction which brought small bands of
Cheyenne, often on foot and carrying bridles, lariats, and extra
moccasins. 12 One such party, numbering fifteen, apparently was
unsuccessful in February 1872; they were observed going down
the Arkansas, dismounted, and closely followed by thirty~five, wellmounted Ute armed cap-a-pie as the observer put it, undoubtedly
without expecting to be taken literally. Some of the settlers along
the way were persuaded to cook food for both groups, whether
together or separately was not said. 13 If the account drawn upon is
correct, the Ute were simply escorting the Cheyenne out of their
buffalo range and away from their horses-a rather unusual procedure. About June I, 1872, a large but unspecified number of
Cheyenne moved north from New Mexico, crossing the Arkansas
about forty miles below Fort Lyon, on the lookout for Ute, who
probably were hunting buffalo in eastern Colorado and perhaps in
western Kansas. a
While the Cheyenne were worrisome to settlers along the
Arkansas, a big party of Kiowa was active in the high plains and
canyon country of northeastern New Mexico. An estimated
three hundred Kiowa suddenly caine upon a small band of hunters
from the distant San Juan Pueblo on the Rio Grande west of the
mountains. Altogether there were eighteen Pueblo Indian hunters
and three Mexicans, who were camped near where the Cimarron
Road (Cimarron Cutoff) crossed Currumpaw Creek,15 a tributary
of the North Fork of the Canadian and earlier known as McNees
Creek, after a man who was killed there by Indians in 1828. 16 The
date was May 26, 1872, and the Pueblo hunters believed that the
buffalo were about a day's travel to the east. 17 The Kiowa attacked,
and the men frorn San Juan and their companions took refuge in
a nearby cave, La Cueva de la Currumpaw. There they fended off
Kiowa attacks all day, and when the latter withdrew at nightfall
they took with them a number of dead and wounded, including
two chiefs killed. Not certain that the Kiowa had left for good, the
Pueblo party stayed in the cave for two days; then they headed for
home, reaching the town of Mora en route on May 3 I .18
Identification of Kiowa leadership in this case is next to impos-
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sible, but an attempt may be made to place the incident in some
context. The Kiowa did not hold their Sun Dance in the summer
of 1872, apparently because of factional divisions between those
desiring peace with the U.S. Government and those insisting on
hostilities. 19 The disunity was emphasized by a big spring raid
from Indian Territory into Kansas, an undertaking of sufficient
scale to be recorded in the Anko calendar for that summer. The
Kiowa captured a large number of mules on that venture; in one
raid they ran off one hundred and twenty government animals between Camp Supply, Indian Territory, and Fort Dodge, Kansas. 2o
Probably a part of the same pattern was an encounter on May 22
between Indians and a detachment of Troop E, Sixth Cavalry,
whose casualties were one man killed and one wounded. 21 Assuming the accuracy of the number three hundred given for the
Kiowa band on the Currumpaw in May, they may have been the
perpetrators of the big Kansas raid. If, however, the Pueblo party
exaggerated or the published figure was in error, Kiowa presence
on the Currumpaw remains nonetheless a fact.
Shortly after the fight at Currumpaw Cave, a report reached
Las Vegas that a band of Kiowa and Apache (undoubtedly meaning Plains or Kiowa Apache) had raided herds to the east, not
many miles from the Texas line. Luis Guadalupe's place below
Fort Bascom at the juncture of the Canadian, or Red, River and
Ute Creek, a northern tributary, was hit. Then the Indians went
up the Canadian to the ranch of a man named Johnson, about ten
miles above the abandoned military post.22 Herders Miguel and
Juan Ignacio Medina were killed by a party of forty Kiowa at a
place called Palo Blanco on the eastern border of San Miguel
County, which then extended to the boundary of the Texas Panhandle. Either the occupants of the nearby ranch belonging to
Don Jose MartInez, of Taos, were away, or they had hastily abandoned the place, which the Indians ransacked for arms, clothing,
and provisions. Someone, either at the ranch or along the Indians'
route, noted that the Kiowa had with them a large number of
horses and mules. 23
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With the evidence it is not possible to link indisputably those
three Kiowa occurrences, but the close time sequence in the same
region strongly suggests some relationship. And it may be surmised
that they were of a piece with other signs of Kiowa restiveness that
season. On April 20, Kiowa under Big Bow (with some Comanche
under White Horse) burned a government wagon train deep in
Texas on the San Antonio-El Paso road, killing seventeen teamsters. White Horse and a mixed band destroyed a white family near
the site of old Camp Cooper on the Brazos River in Texas on
June 9, celebrating the feat with a scalp dance when they returned to the Kiowa Reservation. A few days before that some
Kiowa led by the eldest son of Chief Satank killed and scalped a
cowboy near Fort Sill, Indian Territory.24 The growing militancy
of the Kiowa Chiefs Big Bow and Lone Wolf was the product of
their hatred of the reservation system, an attitude that was aggravated by the continued imprisonment at Huntsville, Texas, of
their like-minded and influential colleagues, Satanta and Big Tree.
Their opposition came from the peace faction led by Kicking Bird
and Stumbling Bear. 25 By late June it appeared that most of the
Kiowa were ready for the warpath. 26
A similar division existed among the Cheyenne, but the resistance group was smaller and less effective. Most of the Cheyenne
favored peace, rejecting, however, specific proposals that they
settle into an agricultural life and send. their children to white
men's schools. On those points they broke with their close associates, the Arapaho, who were peaceful and generally willing to
try the white man's ways. In the summer of 1872 only a very
small number of Cheyenne-estimated at twenty lodges led by
Medicine Arrows, Heap of Birds, and Old Whirlwind-stayed
away from the reservation in alliance with the hostile Kiowa villages. 27
The basic desire of the Cheyenne for peace was not inconsistent
with the demand of many of their young men (not just the extremists staying with the Kiowa) that they be free to roam over
what was left of their old ranges, engaging in horse raids and war
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on the Ute. Insistence on the old ways persisted in the face of
shrinking chances that they could be maintained. For example, in
the summer of 1871 the intention of young Cheyenne to use ammunition, promised by the government for buffalo hunting, in an
attack on the Ute was squelched only by a threat to withhold government rations from the tribe.
Varying degrees of youthful intransigence weakened control
by the older Cheyenne chiefs, some of whom probably were halfhearted about it anyway. In August of 1872, anger and alarm
spread quickly when Richard Jordan and his family were killed
by Cheyenne on the Pawnee Fork of the Arkansas River in Kansas.
Lieutenant Colonel J. W. Davidson, commandant at Camp Supply in Indian Territory, at once blamed the Kiowa and Cheyenne.
Chief Medicine Arrows vehemently denied that his people had
anything to do with the killings, which apparently were in retaliation for the death of a Cheyenne at the hands of white buffalo
hunters. 28
A band of about two hundred Cheyenne led by One-eyed Bull
appeared on the Purgatoire River in Colorado in the late summer.
They pointedly refrained from molesting a stagecoach, and it was
said that the ranchers of the area were not .worried by their
presence. 29 Unpredictably, the opposite reaction was aroused by a
small, mixed party of Cheyenne, Kiowa, and (Kiowa) Apache
that showed up on the Nine Mile Bottom of the Purgatoire about
the same time. The composition of the group suggests that· the
Cheyenne were from the dissident lodges, but there is no proof.
Rumors rushed in all directions, telling of great slaughter by the
savages. When such reports were unverified, the editor of the
Daily Rocky Mountain News called them "canards," while the
Colorado Chieftain denounced the consternation as a "gigantic
sell" and tried to calm matters by saying that the Indians had been
quietly subsisting there, in part, on the fruit in Mr. Higbee's melon
patch. so
A few days later the Pueblo paper published a level-headed
account by a Methodist circuit rider, the Rev. O. P. McMains,
who rode into Higbee and Smith's ranch on September 19. Forty-
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three of the Plains Indians came to the ranch on September 13,
staying about twenty-four hours. They 'were 'well'mounted ·and
equipped, and they.were ,especially interested in tools and any
scrap iron for weapon points. Leaving the fertile bottom lands" the
Indians rode up the Purgatoire past the ranch of, a man named
Felton. He followed them upstream past the ranch of a Mr. Gildey,
at the mouth of Bent Ganyon.on the north side of the river, to a
little Mexican cluster known as Red Rocks Plaza, deep in the spectacular Red Rocks Canyon of the Purgatoire. There the leading
citizen, Don Juan C6rdov~, killed a beef for them and asked them
not to molest his livestock in the canyon of the Chacuaco, a southern tributary of the Purgatoire. But once over his line, according
to a settler named Whiteman (oddly enough), they raided horse
herds belonging, to George W. Thompson and ,Lonny Horn in
ColoradO and to Dr. Thomas ROwen in New Mexico. S1 The
Methodist preacher's account.concluded with a statement that a
"vast number, of horses'" were stolen from the Dry., Cimarron
country, an assertion that sounds as if it might have been,based on
rumors that came up from New Mexico. s2 In mid-October the
Pueblo newspaper carried a vague report of Cheyenne stock stealing and "other outrages" in the same Colorado vicinity.ss
The usual winter quiet set in. The Kiowa, both militants and
peacefully inclined, stayed on their Indian Territory reservation,
and the Cheyenne had such a good winterthattheir agent withheld annuities and rations until summer, because they were able
to support themselves on the plenitude of their buffalo robes. s4
But by mid-February 1873 word was out in southeastern Colorado
that a small party of Cheyenne, on foot and carrying bridles,
lariats, and extra moccasins, had left the reservation near Camp
Supply, heading westward to fight the Ute and steal their horses.
It was said that a raid was expected near Fort Lyon or Trinidad,
Colorado-not ~xactly pinpointing the 10cale.s5 It is possible that
the warning, despite certain discrepancies, referred to White Bird,
nephew of the conciliatory Chief Little Robe, who led seventeen
young Cheyenne warriors on a foray against the Ute to fulfill
boastful pledges made during a whiskey spree on the reservation.
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Those Cheyenne probed unsuccessfully into the mountains west
of Fort Bascom, New Mexico.36 On the way back to the reservation
they were hit by a detachment 6f troops some miles east of the
fort,37 One Indian was killed, one left for dead in the field, and
three others wounded, including White Bird. 3s That groupprobably was the small band of Cheyenne that Tom Boggs was told
about in a letter; his correspondent said they went up the Canadian
and might get to the upper Arkansas, and he added that the
Cheyenne chiefs, Little Robe and Stone Calf, said they were
unable to keep their young men from slippingaway.39 And there
is also the possibility that three separate bands were in the field.
That many of the Plains Indians were determined to carryon
in the old ways was substantiated in March 1873, if the report was
factual, by a fight near the Dry Cimarron between Arapaho and
( Jicarilla) Apache. 40 The course of the Dry Cimarron had long
been a means of egress to the plains for buffalo and antelope
hunting by the Mohuache Ute and Jicarilla Apache, who had
been jointly based on the Agency at Cimarron, New Mexico,
since 1861. Once again inter-tribal strife occurred when that most
peaceful of the Plains tribes, the Arapaho, persisted in following
the old trails west into conflict with their mountain-dwelling
enemies.
But there was a surcease of that kind of activity on either side of
the New Mexico-Colorado line during most of the summer of
1873. The Cheyenne gathered on the Washita River in June for
a Sun Dance, or Medicine Lodge, attendance at which was compulsory for all adult male members of the tribe. After the ceremony
they scattered to summer camps. The young men had not giveIi.
up their militant ideas, but the big problem for their elders that
summer was to cope with illicit whiskey traders, who infested the
villages. 41 Similarly, the Kiowa assembled for their Sun Dance
on Sweetwater Creek, also in Indian Territory, and strong dissatisfactions within that tribe were obvious because Satanta and
Big Tree had not been released from prison. 42
Intra-tribal problems combined with those that transcended
tribal divisions to create a very unstable situation on the reserva-
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tions in the fall of 1873. U nlawfulliquor traffic has already been
mentioned, but of greater importance were evidences of increasing
white penetration of the lands south of the Arkansas River. More
and more· white buffalo hunters were wreaking their slaughter
there,43 and the Santa Fe Railroad was building along the north
bank of the river into Colorado, providing the' means for fast and
large-scale immigration of white men to plains andmountains. 44
In spite of those provocations, however, the arrival of a large
party of Cheyenne in southeastern Colorado that autumn was
motivated mainly by the old desires to war on the Ute and to hunt,
although relatively minor depredations upon the property of white
settlers seems to have become almost a natural part of the process.
The expedition, however, was not intended as· a hostile move
against the whites, nor was arrival of the Indians on the Arkansas
a surprise. Major James Biddle, Sixth Cavalry, commanding at
Fort Lyon, was apprised that about a hundred Cheyenne had left
the reservation two weeks before they showed Up.45 'The warning
unquestionably was concerned with a large band under the soldierchiefs Spotted Horse, Big Wolf, and One-eyed Bull; there was a
smaller party of about thirty warriors led by White Eagle (White
Bird), who intended to visit the graves of their comrades killed
near Fort Bascom the previous spring. 46
On the same day (September 27) that the Pueblo Chieftain
and the Las Animas Leader published accounts of 173 Cheyenne
in the Fort Lyon-Las AniIhas~Boggsville vicinity,47 fifty-five men
of Company M, Sixth Cavalry, Second Lieutenant George S.
Anderson commanding~, left Fort Lyon in search of other Cheyenne, who were report~d to be marauding in the Two Buttes area.
The cavalrymen found signs, saw no Indians, and were back in the
fort on September 30.48 Coincidentally, the Cimarron (New
Mexico) News told its readers, also on September 27, that about
fifty Cheyenne (probably White Bird and his men) had stopped
at Mr. Lacey's ranch on Vermejo Creek in the foothills. Wellarmed and each leading an extra horse, the warriors insisted that
they meant no harm but were looking for ( Jicarilla) Apache, although the Cheyenne took what they wanted from the ranch
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house;49 The nearly simultaneous appearance of those groups of
Cheyenne was quickly followed by a report that a cavalry company from Fort Union, New Mexico, would reinforce the garrison
at Fort Lyon, Colorado,50 which at that time had but one infantry
company and one of cavalry.51
The Colorado Chieftain said that "the settlers are concentrating
in their strongholds," a natural enough reaction in the presence of
one hundred and seventy warriors (no women or children were in
the Cheyenne party).52 But another newspaper at the scene of
action-the Las Animas Leader-gives the impression that the
Indians were not hostilely inclined, camping a day or two near
Las Animas (a small settlement on the south side of the Arkansas
across from Fort Lyon) and saying that they had come to visit
friends and to have a hunt. Perhaps their explanation was a bit
disingenuous, but events showed that they were not on the warpath and that the Las Animas paper was a truer reflection of
actualities than some of those farther removed. 53 No attempt will
be made here to explain the editorial differences.
Major Biddle tried to persuade the Cheyenne to return to their
reservation at once, and according to the Leader, about one hundred of them started for Indian Territory.54 The paper, however,
was guilty of oversimplification. They started back all right, but
they divided into smaller parties for some stock stealing and other
depredations on the way.55 From a few miles below Fort Lyon,
rancher S; P. Carpenter on Rule Creek, a southern tributary of
the Arkansas, reported that five Cheyenne shot one of his horses
and fourteen head of cattle.56 In response to that and incidents qf
stock-stealing on the Nine Mile Bottom of the Purgatoire;57
Second Lieutenant Anderson with thirty-five men of Company
M, Sixth Cavalry, scouted the area from October I to October 6,
seeing no Indians. 58
Approximately seventy Cheyenne from the party under the
soldier-chiefs Spotted Horse, Big Wolf, and One-eyed Bull59
moved north from Las Animas to old hunting grounds around the
headwaters of Big Sandy Creek on the eastern Colorado plains. In
white men's terms, their goal was River Bend, a station on the
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Kansas Pacific Railroad. 60 Fear spread over eastern Colorado. The
settlement of Pueblo, for example, was "wild with rumors" of three
hundred Gheyenne gathered on the Arkansas below the town and
of five hundred Ute coming out of the mountains to fight the
Cheyenne.61 Colorado Springs was in an uproar; there was much
talk of "hostile savages" in "a carnival of blood."62 Into the midst
of all this came a dispatch from Washington, where leading Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Ute chiefs had gone for a council, understating the obvious-that the Cheyenne then in Colorado and
New Mexico had left the reservation without the approval of their
chief (probably meaning Stone Calf) or their agent.63
The peregrination of the Cheyenne band, with perhaps some
young Kiowa and Arapaho attached,64 caused a Burry of military
maneuvers; troopers were in the field, but there was no close coordination of their movements, which could hardly be called a
campaign. One company was sent over from Fort Garland in the
San Luis Valley to join in the search,65 and Company M, Sixth
Cavalry, again rode out of Fort Lyon with .Second Lieutenant
Anderson in command, this time in response to a telegraphic order
from Colonel James Oakes, commander of the regiment. The men
of the Sixth followed the Indians north, looking particularly 'into
what was known as the Bijou Basin in the drainage of the South
Platte River. 66 The Colorado Chieftain published a story from
Colorado Springs predicting that the Indians would :swing full
circle on the plains, murdering and stealing livestock under the
guidance ofwarriors who had been part of the Purgatoire raids in
1872.67 It is interesting to note that the New Mexican in Santa Fe
carried an article under a Pueblo dateline belittling the emotional
statements of the Colorado Springs correspondent and remarking
that the Indians had killed a few chickens and stolen a few pounds
of sugar from a ranch. No outrages were committed, and the story
of the killing of a man below Fort Lyon was untrue. 68 The military
report contained in the Fort Lyon Post Return of October 1873
made no mention of killings or depredations, stating simply that
Lieutenant' Anderson and, his men went through the country
traversed by the Indians on their way back to the reserva6on,
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seeing no Indians during a scout of two hundred and thirty miles.
Accounts became more far-fetched the farther they traveled; at
least, the Las Animas Leader sharply criticized a publication called
the Kansas City Cattle Trail for saying that schools in the area
were closed and several hundred cattle slaughtered. Additional
comment by the Leader told of about seventy-five Cheyenne, on
their way back to the reservation, peacefully eating their dinner at
Ella, the post office at the mouth of Sand Creek, and then passing
Granada, the Santa Fe Railroad town. At the ,latter place a volunteer force was organized to recover stolen livestock. Thirty miles
east they met First Lieutenant W. M. Wallace with Company H,
Sixth Cavalry, on his way from Fort Dodge to Fort Lyon. That
officer persuaded the volunteers to give up the chase-he had seen
the Indians fifteen miles farther on "going like lightning."69
The smaller party of Cheyenne that penetrated into the hill
country along Vermejo Creek in Colfax County, New Mexico,
had small success in quest of Jicarilla Apache, and on the way
back they turned their attention to livestock in the valley of the
Dry Cimarron. One report said that one hundred and fifty ]icarilla
were in pursuit, but their chances of catching up were slight. 70
Perhaps the Jicarilla show of force at that stage was mainly bluff.
Opinions about the danger varied. Some people felt that places
like Pueblo and Denver had overreacted and that the call at Rocky
Ford for a civilian force to attack the Indians was unwarranted. 71
Others were certain that the presence of both civilian volunteers
and the military in the field was a real deterrent to more serious
depredations. Reassurances came from Brigadier General John
Pope, commanding the military Department of the Missouri with
headquarters at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, that he planned a deployment of troops on the plains of eastern Colorado to prevent a
repetition of the raids. And Colorado Territory's Governor Samuel
H. Elbert was so satisfied about future prospects that he publicly
expressed his belief that Colorado had seen its last raid. 72
A couple of weeks after the governor made his statement, word
reached Fort Lyon that a party of Indians had left Camp Supply
with the usual assertion of intent to fight the Ute. They were
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headed for the Purgatoire River,73 where the best chance of finding
the traditional enemy was, of course, above Trinidad. Identity of
the Indians was uncertain, but past experience made it easy to
guess.
Evidently Major Biddle, at Fort Lyon, discounted the old excuse, figuring it was more likely that the Indians planned to raid
farms and ranches along the Purgatoire, and on November 17 he
sent Lieutenant W. M. Wallace with Company H, Sixth Cavalry,
across the late autumn landscape to the Nine Mile Bottom. Two
days later, Company M, Sixth Cavalry, commanded by First
Lieutenant H. P. Perrine went out to Red Rocks Plaza. Both units
returned without having seen any Indians or any substantial signs
of them. 74
The Washington meetings failed to provide reservation terms
acceptable to both the northern and southern Cheyenne, and the
Senate failed to ratify a treaty which would have given the
southern Cheyenne about the same territory that was allotted. to
them under the Medicine Lodge Treaties of 1867. Those negative
results worked with other conditions in the winter of 1873-1874
to produce dangerous resentments in the Cheyenne villages. Recurrent factors were: (I) the growing impact of the buffalo
slaughter by white hunters south of the Arkansas; (2) the spread
of the liquor traffic; and (3) the militant urgings by some of the
Kiowa and Comanche to resistance and revenge. 75 A fourth and
newer factor was organized horse thievery by white men, ranging
from Kansas to the Texas Panhandle and hitting Indian herds as
well as ranchers' stock. 76
Traders saw danger signs that winter, especially in the Kiowa
villages, 77 but the military apparently did not expect anything unusual in the summer of 1874. The Las Animas Leader in mid-May
published the opinion of an unidentified officer at Camp Supply
that the Indians were quiet and a few of them probably would
visit Bent County, Colorado, in the summer. 78 As late as July 3
the Pueblo Chieftain expressed the feeling that Colorado was
free of Indian troubles for the reason that the best of feelings
existed between tribes and settlers. 79 That pronouncement was
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made quite some time after incidents of Cheyenne hostility had
happened in Kansas and Texas, and there were ominous stirrings
among Cheyenne, Kiowa, and· Comanche in response to the
powerful medicine displayed by a rising young Comanche named
Ishatai. 80
Routine patrols were out from Fort Lyon in June, and one of
the two cavalry companies guarded a survey party, which was
working in the area where the Colorado, New Mexico, and Indian
Territory boundaries met, the troopers using the Stowe ranch on
the Dry Cimarron as a base camp.81 But complacence was dispelled when word came out of the Texas Panhandle that Ishatai
and.a large Comanche-Kiowa-Cheyenne war party had been repulsed by a group of buffalo hunters at Adobe Walls, the ruins of
William Bent's old trading post on the Canadian River. But the
failure of Ishatai's medicine did not check the outward rush of war
parties from Indian Territory.82 Much of the resulting action-the
main part of the much discussed Red River War-took place on
the Staked Plains of Texas. Here we will consider the neglected
peripheral fighting in southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico.
Settlers had come to expect an annual visitation by Indians,
but they were not prepared for the killings and other violence
which burst upon them in early July 1874. The first incident of
record befell a young herder, who was killed and scalped on July
4 by an unidentified band of Indians about fifteen miles south of
the Santa Fe Railroad town of Granada, Colorado. Later on Butte
Creek they killed a man named Warwick, who was returning to
his home near St. Joseph, Missouri. 83 These Indians may have
been part of a mixed force of Cheyenne, Kiowa, and Comanche
(estimated as numbering from 300 to 500) which rode into the
eastern part of Colfax County, New Mexico, and then split into
smaller groups.
On Sunday morning, July 5, one of the raiding parties struck
deep into Colfax County on Crow Creek, close to the foothills of
the main range and west of the high buttes known as Eagle Tail
and Tenaja Mountains. There they killed a herder, and nearby on
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Red River (Crow Creek is a tributary of the Red) they dispatched
another who was working for that well-known frontier figure,
"Uncle Dick" Wootton. 84 Twelve miles north of Cimarron. on
Vermejo Creek, another tributary of the Red (or Canadian), the
Indians struck a horse herd belonging to rancher Tony Meloche,
killing Patrick Nicholson, nearly shooting Meloche in the head,
and wounding George M. Chase,85 brother of Manley M. Chase,
a prominent area cattleman. Twenty-seven horses were run off,
some of them close to the ranch house. The surprise was complete.
Speculation suggested that Nicholson thought the Indians were
friendly Ute until too late. The operation was fast; by ten A.M.
the Indians had driven a large number of captured horses into the
hills east of Red River.
One reaction was an attempt to raise a force of Ute and Apache
to pursue the invaders, their traditional enemies, but the Plains
Indians had gone too many miles before that could be arranged.
Military response was immediate as soon as word reached Fort
Union, New Mexico, and Fort Lyon, Colorado. A courier rode
into Fort Union late the same day, and that night the post commander, Major and Brevet Brigadier General Andrew J. Alexander, Eighth Cavalry, set out with two companies of troopers for
the scenes of disturbance to the north. And at Fort Lyon, Major
Biddle was ordered to Trinidad with two companies of the Sixth
Cavalry to intercept Indians reported in the vicinity-perhaps
expected to come through the Raton Mountains from New Mexico. Trinidad was agog with plans to send men and ammunition
into New Mexico as fast as horses could be procured. 86
But neither the civilian nor military forces had any luck in
making contact with the Plains Indians as they hastened eastward
along the old route of the Dry Cimarron. Nor were other Indian
attacks checked elsewhere in Colfax County. From the eastern
part came accounts of worse violence and destruction. Benito
Baca, of Las Vegas, and six others died near Capulin Vega (in the
vicinity of the extinct volcano). The Indians also raided a few
miles south around the isolated Sierra Grande. An indeterminate
number of people were killed along the Dry Cimarron; the only
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one publicly identified was Antonio Maria Lucero, son of Nicolas
Lucero of Pena Blanca, southwest of Santa Fe. At Kiowa Spring
on the old Fort Leavenworth road (between the Cimarron Cutoff
and the Mountain Branch of the Trail) a wagon train was attacked
and several men killed, while another train was said to have lost
three killed and one wounded when Indians struck it near the
Rock Ranch Crossing of Red River on the Cutoff. But the most
shocking information came from the Currumpaw Creek area in
the extreme east end of the county. Fourteen men were killed, including a sheepman named Conn and one James Roberts. Many
of the victims were livestock herders; men so employed, either were
dead or had Bed, so Don Jose Albino Baca (presumably of Las
Vegas), for example, took seventy men to the Dry Cimarron
country to gather his scattered sheep. All together, about twentyfive white men were killed by Indians in Colfax County during
July 1874; reported losses of horses and mules ranged from 150
to 500 head. Cattle often were destroyed on the spot. 87
The Cimarron News said the Indians carried the most advanced
weapons available to the U.S. Government, information which
caused the editor to criticize the Quaker Indian policy of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. This was a reference to the pacifying efforts
of agents and other officials who were chosen by President Ulysses
S. Grant from a list of members of the Society of Friends. 88
Pursuit by the cavalry amounted to nothing except that the
Indians, knowing they were being followed, left the region
quickly and disappeared into the Neutral Strip and the north
Texas plains. Major and Brevet Brigadier General Alexander with
two companies of the Eighth Cavalry hurried to the Dry Cimarron
country and then southeastward beyond the landmark of the
Rabbit Ear. From that point he turned north into Colorado to
establish a camp near the prominent Two Buttes, where a third
company joined his command. On August 7 he came into Fort;
Lyon for supplies. 89
That post had been stripped of its cavalry companies, which
had been ordered to Fort Dodge to augment part of the forces
being assembled for a major strike against the Plains tribes. Units
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of the Sixth Cavalry, commanded by Colonel Nelson A. Miles
and based on Fort Dodge, were to be part of a three-pronged campaign in cooperation with four troops of the Eighth Cavalry from
Fort Union under Major William R. Price and a third segment
operating out of the Darlington Agency in Indian Territory.9o
The garrison left at Fort Lyon was made up of men of the Nineteenth Infantry, and, similarly, the men on duty at Fort Union
were of the Fifteenth Infantry.91 The former commandant at
Fort Union, Brevet Brigadier General Alexander, led the only
cavalry units left in southeastern Colorado and northeastern New
Mexico, and their job, from their camp on Two Butte Creek, was
to guard against possible fresh incursions by Indians along the
Purgatoire and the Dry Cimarron. 92
The raids during the summer of 1874 turned out to be the last
real flourishes of the Plains Indians, and they quickly faded with
only an echo or two. Comanche were accused of running off one
hundred horses from Chisum's Pecos River ranch on July 19, and
they may have been the same band (estimated at· 400) alleged
to have reached the Dry Ciman-on a few days later. 93 ·No,thing
further is known of that, nor is there more information about a
telegram received at Fort Lyon in early August warning of .the
possible appearance of about one hundred Arapaho in Colorado. 94
As a kind of defiant challenge by white men, the Cimarron News
stated unequivocally that citizens should be authorized to shoot
any Cheyenne, Arapaho, Comanche, or Kiowa found west of the
100th meridian-the eastern limit of the Texas and Oklahoma
Panhandles. 95
The Red River War was over by the spring of 1875. Its last
engagement was far away in northwestern Kansas, where fleeing
Cheyenne dug in and were destroyed by troopers from Fort Wallace on April 23. 96 Fears rose again about a month later. when
the Colorado Chieftain carried a story about a bloody encounter
between fifty Comanche and thirty buffalo hunters led by William
(Arizona Bill) Kirk, on Bear Creek about fifty miles south of
Granada, Colorado, not far from the New Mexico line. The date
was May 16, 1875; half the Comanche and thirteen hunters were
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killed. 97 For some Plains Indians the lure of the past died more
slowly. In late August small parties of Cheyenne were reported
in southeastern Colorado, but they apparently were well-disposed. 98
And there is evidence that a few Indians visited the Nine Mile
Bottom of the Purgatoire in 1876-an insignificant vestige of the
old days.99
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MUTINY AT FORT CUMMINGS

LEE MYERS

F

OR YEARS one of the most eagerly sought volumes of western
Americana has been a less than fifty-page book titled Annals of
Old Fort Cummings.! Original editions have commanded as much
as thirty-five dollars each, so it is no surprise that it has recently
been reprinted. Over the years it has become accepted, especially
in southwest New Mexico, as an authoritative ac;count of certain
phases of the history of that frontier post. Few writers attempting
to tell the story of Fort Cummings fail to repeat the account, taken
from this book, of an abortive attempt at mutiny in 1867 by a
company of negro soldiers stationed there.
According to this version, these soldiers developed a wellplanned plot to kill their officers and the few other white men of
the garrison, strip the post of desirable property, including horses,
and "carry off the officers' wives as slaves." Fortunately, a maid
servant, learning of the plot, warned the officers in time to thwart
the uprising without bloodshed. The officers assembled the conspirators,unarmed, on the parade ground, ostensibly to announce
the imminent arrival of the paymaster. Meanwhile the detachment
of white soldiers of the 3rd Cavalry, stationed there along with the
black troops, secretly occupied the negros' barracks, secured their
arms, and positioned themselves at the windows. When the post
commander advised the assembled mutineers that their plans. had
been discovered, the furious men rushed with one accord for their
quarters and their arms, only to be met by the menacing carbines
of the loyal 3rd cavalrymen. 2 It is a beautifully dramatic tale, well
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told, but with the exception of the date, 1867, and the expected
arrival of the paymaster, it is entirely fictional.
The author states that he was ordered north before the incident
occurred and that details of it "which may have been overdrawn"
were furnished by another,s but there can be little doubt that his
account was a product of his own pen and the result of a vivid
imagination. Much of the rest of the material in this book is not
only questionable, but actually erroneous, and for the sake of truth
should be expunged from the accepted history of the area. The
little volume is highly readable and entertaining, but should be
recognized for what it is-fiction.
A mutiny did occur there, in December 1867. The details
are in Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General 4 and
certain records of Fort Cummings, all on file in the National
Archives. Reconstructed from these sources, the true account of
the mutiny differs drastically from the book's in several ways: first,
the "maid servant" not only did not divulge the secret of the
impending trouble, but was herself the cause of it. Second, the
mutineers did not assemble unarmed; they were definitely armed
and in a vicious mood. Third, the detachment from the 3rd
Cavalry was not present at the time, and was not assigned to the
garrison. 5 The court martial records are complete enough to allow
the story to be reconstructed with no doubt as to its authenticity.
Company A, 38th United States Colored Infantry, composed of
101 enlisted men and commanded by Captain Charles E. Clarke,
with First Lieutenant William E. Sweet6 as regimental adjutant,
had arrived at Fort Cummings for duty on October I, 1867, relieving Company D, 125th Colored Troops (infantry), who left
next day for Fort Union. 7
.
A certain camp follower of Company A, Mattie Merritt, was
employed as a domestic servant in the quarters of Second Lieutenant Henry F. Leggett,S also of Company A. When Lieutenant
Leggett missed a sum of money, she was suspected. This happened
on Sunday, December I. Sweet, presumably officer of the day,
ordered her searched. Although no money was found on her, she
was ordered expelled from the gairison. 9 This angered the men of
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the company, and at the regular Sunday morning inspection they
were sullen and insolent. Lieutenant Sweet ordered punishment
1 P
1· 1
1·
1 h'
of several·wuna
wltn mrty
mllSk-ets, ClOt!
mg, an d accouterments.
They were forced to stand on water kegs in the middle of the
parade ground for certain lengths of time,1O a common military
punishment at that time. The searching of Mattie Merritt and the
order for her expulsion, followed by the indignity of punishment,
so inflamed the men that they determined upon resistance.
At the trials that followed First Sergeant William Yeatman,
principal witness Jor the prosecution, testified that he first noticed
signs of insubordination about two o'clock Sunday afternoon: The
order to expel the woman had not yet been carried out. Many of
the men, angry and excited, had assembled at the flagstaff. The
sergeant of the guard, Thornton Reeves, was among them. This
was an unauthorized assemblage, a serious offense in itself, and
compounded by the fact that Sergeant Reeves, whose duties'included maintaining order within the garrison, had made no effort
to disperse the gathering and had failed to notify the officer of
the day.ll
Yeatman, returning from an errand to Lieutenant Sweet's
quarters, saw the crowd and stopped to investigate. When he
asked what the men were doing, Reeves gave an evasive answer.
Yeatman asked him what was the matter with him, was he drunk?
Reeves replied: "No, By God, I isn't drunk, the best thing you can
do is go to your quarters!" Reeves said that he had hell in him,
and declared: "I have read you through, and God damn you I'll
kill you if you are the lflst God damned nigger that lives!"12 The
First Sergeant testified that he had ordered the men to go to their
quarters, but they had refused to obey until Captain Clarke
arrived, when they reluctantly obeyed.
Returning to quarters the men were stIll angry and restless,
gathering in small groups: to talk in guarded undertones. They
dispersed when Yeatman approached, and there were no more
serious demonstrations until the next morning. Then Sergeant
Reeves declared that Lieutenant Sweet had threatened to kill
him. He said that he was prepared for him and would "kill him
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before tomorrow night." He stalked off across the little fort's parade
ground with his revolver in his hand. The first sergeant then sent
word for Reeves to come to his quarters, sent word several times,
but his orders were ignored. I3 That night Sergeant Allen and
Corporal Grant excitedly reported to Yeatman that "In Mrs.
Tally's house there were two revolvers cocked in Allen's face."14
They did not know who was responsible. Upon Yeatman's orders,
Corporal Grant selected a detail of six men from the barracks and
searched the corral next to the house, which was used as a wood
yard. He reported that they had "searched all over the wood pile
and everwhere," without seeing anyone. But Sergeant Allen then
declared that no one needed to tell him who it was, that he knew
damned well who, then he "gets Little Johnnie's shot gun and
began to load it." Allen told the first sergeant that "It was them
two damned sons of bitches, . . . Leggett and Sweet!"
Corporal Davis and Sergeant Reeves then entered the room and
Allen left, presumably to search the corral again. Yeatman attempted to dissuade Reeves and Davis from further· actions that
were certain to result in serious consequences for them. The
sergeant's testimony indicates that there had already been much
insubordination and trouble in the regiment. He said that "there
was [now] about half of them in the penitentiary."15 Recriminations and threats followed. One of the recalcitrants reported that
the various officers were not in their quarters; they were probably
at the sutler's store, outside the walls of the fort. When Allen said
that they did not want to hurt the captain, Yeatman began to
realize that an open attempt against Sweet and Leggett was about
to be made. This became even more apparent when Sergeant
Reeves declared, "God damn it, we'll find them. We've got to do
this thing and we may as well do it at once." The malcontents left
and drew up in front of the company quarters, where the men of
the company joined them. Yeatman followed the ringleaders and
later testified that they were armed. Allen had "Little Johnnie's"
shotgun, both barrels loaded; Davis and Reeves had revolvers,
maybe knives as well; and the men, their muskets. Allen told the
first sergeant to "go and find the captain, or find them sons of
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bitches or they would find them mighty quick themselves."
Corporal Davis now intervened, saying it would not do to let
Yeatman go alone. He would warn the captain. More threats followed and Davis proposed that they should start with Yeatman
and go on up. The first sergeant again attempted to warn the men
of the consequences, but to no avail; they were determined.
Yeatman then started for the captain's quarters; Corporal Davis
went along to prevent him from alerting theofficers. The captain
was not in his quarters, so they proceeded on to Lieutenant Sweet's
quarters, with the same result. At the sutler's they found the captain, just leaving. He asked what was wrong. Yeatman replied
that the company was assembled, but not on his orders, and that
he was powerless to control them. The captain and lieutenant, with
the two non-commissioned officers, then went to Mrs. Tally's
house, where the officers learned about the report of the cocked revolvers. Because of Corporal Davis' presence, armed, First Sergeant Yeatman, unarmed, dared not reveal the true state of
affairs. 16
Not knowing the whole truth, the captain deprecated the
seriousness of the situation and instructed the first sergeant to order
the company to their quarters. He and the lieutenant entered Mrs.
Tally's. Yeatman ordered the men to their quarters, but instead of
obeying they raised their guns to their shoulders, and those who had
not previously done so loaded them. Yeatman reiterated the order
and again it was disregarded. Again they threatened him. He
turned and followed the officers into the house. The captain took
a lighted candle into the corral to search for footprints. When he
re-entered the house and found the men still out in front, he
ordered the first sergeant "to make them go." Yeatman attempted to
do so but in vain. Sergeant Reeves shouted "that if they would do
right they would commence with me [Yeatman] and go up and kill
every damned thing in the garrison that wore shoulder straps."
Once more the first sergeant ordered the men to quarters. Private
Stratton told him "his orders want worth a damn."17
Yeatman now rejoined the two officers, and the men, perhaps
fearing the wrath of the captain, dispersed. The officers returned to
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their quarters. All was quiet for some fifteen or twenty minutes.
Then Corporal Davis and Sergeants Reeves and Allen left the fort
by the north gate. The first sergeant saw them leave, but did not
see them return, which they later did.
Yeatman continued to watch developments from seclusion.
Sergeant Allen called at Mrs. Tally's, searching for Sergeant
Reeves, saying "that damned son of a bitch Leggett has gone to
the rear." Allen soon found Reeves and the two men ran
across the parade ground. Someone whistled and "a lot of men"
followed the two non-corns out of the fort. About a half hour
later, they returned one at a time. Reeves and Allen were not with
them. When these two, accompanied by Corporal Davis, did
appear, Yeatmansaw them come from the direction of the sutler's.
Yeatman wanted to report to the captain but feared to do so. He
testified "that there were a whole lot of men spotted all over the
garrison," watching for just such action. In fact, he later testified
that he dared not make a full report until after Allen, Reeves, and
Davis had been taken to Fort Selden, fifty-five miles to the east. 18
Sergeant Allen was scheduled to appear before a courts martial
board for trial on a previous charge.
At this point the available records are not clear. Post orders make
no mention of the movement; although post returns for December
1867/9 indicate that the men were taken to Fort Selden by Captain Clarke and Lieutenant Sweet on the fourth, the judge advocate, in his official summation, states that they left on the third.
The official transcript of the trial shows that it was held at Fort
Bayard, beginning July 27, 1868. 20 We are not told why it had
been transferred from Fort Selden. It appears that the first
sergeant's revelations about the disturbances resulted in the arrest
of other participants. The trial for mutiny at Ft.Selden of Corporal
Robert Davis began January 22, 1868. 21 In his summation the
judge advocate stated that Allen was to be placed on trial, implying
that Reeves and Davis were to appear only as witnesses. Since, at
Fort Selden on December 5, Sergeant Yeatman revealed more
abotit the mutiny it is reasonable to assume that Allen's trial was
postponed in order to add charges, which are included in the
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transcript of the trial. Post. returns from Fort Cummings. indicate
that a government wagon train left there (for Fort Selden) on December 9 with additional prisoners and witnesses. The transcript
shows that Corporal James Francis, also of Company A, testified
at Davis' trial that he had been arrested at Fort Selden when
Yeatman revealed the facts of the I st and 2nd of December.
On December 1'7 a government train from Fort Bayard arrived
at Fort Cummings with prisoners. It departed next day for Fort
Selden, apparently summoned there by the general courts martial.
Then on December 22 a train came to Fort Cummings from
Selden with "1st Sergeant Yeatman and 33 men of Co. A, 28th
Inf." The post returns of May 25 record the arrival at Fort Cummings of prisoners and witnesses "from Fort Selden." This then,
along with the fact that Allen's trial was actually held at Fort
Bayard, beginning July 27, is reasonable evidence that orders had
been received from department headquarters to transfer the scene
of court martial proceedings to Fort Bayard.
Meanwhile Corporal Davis awaited his trial at Fort Selden. Of
all cases tried for the Fort Cummings mutiny it was the only one in
which the prisoner was found guilty. This may well be attributed
to the sagacity of a young attorney recently arrived in the Territory
of New Mexico from Missouri, Thomas Benton Catron, who
served as counsel for the defense in five of the seven cases. No
transcript of two of these has been found, but Catron probably was
.
defense counsel in them toO. 22
With most of the principals involved in the affairs of December I and 2 awaiting action of the courts martial board at Fort
Selden, back at Fort Cummings events still did not flow peacefully.
Captain Clarke returned from Selden at about one o'clock on the
seventh to discover that mutiny had broken out anew, and with
fresh vigor. During his absence Cummings had been commanded
by First Lieutenant James N. Morgan. 23 He reported that on that
morning Lieutenant Leggett had relieved him of his duties as
officer of the day. He returned to his quarters for a few minutes,
and as he stepped back out 'on the parade ground he saw a group
of twenty to' forty men armed with muskets charging toward a
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corporal and two men of the new guard crying "halt." They
evidently intended to prevent the guard from performing their
duty.24 Lieutenant Leggett had ordered the guard to expel Mattie
Merritt from the garrison. The men were defying his authority and
insisting that she should not be put out.
Lieutenant Morgan immediately ordered the men to desist,
return to their quarters, and put their arms up. With the assistance
of Lieutenant Leggett, and after repeating his orders several times,
he finally got most of the men to obey, except for Privates Henry
Watkins and George Stratton, who were reluctant and slow to do
so, both grumbling in an insolent manner. After the men had
quieted down somewhat the officers learned that both Watkins
and Stratton had been heard using insolent and threatening language. Both were arrested and sent to the guard house. Thus was
additional fuel added to the already smouldering fires of wrath at
Fort Cummings.
Post returns for December record these events very briefly:
"Dec. 7. Mutiny in A Co., 38th Inf. Ringleaders arrested and
charged."25 Both men were later tried at Fort Bayard.
At Fort Selden Corporal Robert Davis was arraigned before a
general courts martial board that convened on December 2. His
case, the thirty-fourth of the season, was called on January 22,
26 He was charged with violation of the 7th and 8th articles
I 868.
of war prohibiting an officer or soldier of the United States Army
from participating in a mutiny, and of failure to report to his
superiors any knowledge that he may have had of a pending
mutiny. Each violation was subject to the death penalty.
The prosecution was ably supported by the testimony of Sergeant Yeatman, delivered in a clear and firm manner and standing
up well under cross-examination. Especially damaging to the
defense were his declarations that the prisoner and others were
armed, and that threats were made against the lives of Lieutenants
Sweet and Leggett.27 The prisoner's counsel laid great stress upon
the cruel unnecessary actions attributed to the officers in their
search of and orders to expel Mattie Merritt, and the severity of
the punishment inflicted upon the men found with dirty arms,
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accouterments, and clothing. The judge advocate, in his summation, stated that both actions were clearly within the authority of
army officers, and such punishments were common throughout
the system of military installations as necessary adjuncts to the
maintenance of discipline. 28
Most of the witnesses for the defense were enlisted men of
Company A. Sergeant Yeatman and the officers testified for the
prosecution. The judge advocate, who was none other than Brevet
Captain and First Lieutenant William E. Sweet, declared the
testimony of the defense mainly negative, because the witnesses
had not seen or heard certain incidents occur. On the other hand,
Sergeant Yeatman swore positively that he had been present. Sweet
asked the court, in effect, "Whom are you going to believe," Yeatman or the witnesses for the defense? One of the latter, Corporal
Francis, was a prisoner, charged with the same crime. Accordi~g
to Sweet, "His countenance . . . would impeach him . . . before any court in the world." The story of the two pistols cocked
outside Tally's door he branded as pure fabrication. Counsel for
the defense was exceedingly active, seeking in a number of ways
to block evidence, or to minimize its effect, but Sweet also exhibited considerable ability in parrying the defense. Catron presented his case to the court in a skillful twenty-four page summation, but the prosecution won the Davis case.
On February 3 the judge advocate completed his own summation and the court found Corporal Robert Davis guilty on all
charges and specifications except for 'one technicality. Davis was
sentenced to be reduced to the ranks, to forfeit all pay and allowances, to be dishonorably discharged, and to be confined in a
penitentiary for ten years. On April 15 Major General Philip H.
Sheridan, commanding the headquarters of the Missouri at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, approved the proceedings, findings, and
sentence. He designated the penitentiary at Jefferson City, Missouri, as the place of confinement.
The scene now shifts to Fort Bayard, where the trial of six men:
implicated in the mutiny was held. Only Sergeant Samuel Allen,
whose case had been transferred from Fort Selden, was found
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guilty. He was convicted on two charges only, those brought
against him before the mutiny. He was tried before a general
court martial that convened on May 2 I, 1868, and his case, the
11th of the session, came up on July 27. 29 The first of these
charges was conduct to the prejudice of good order and military
discipline, in that he "did steal, take and carry away, one uniform
infantry great coat, the property of Private John Hughes, of Co.
A, 38th U.S. Infantry and of the value of twelve (12) dollars,
more or less." This theft was alleged to have occqrred on or about
September 12, 1867, at a place named "Eaton's Ranch, New Mexico." The second charge was violation of the 38th Article of War,
in that the sergeant sold to an unknown Mexican woman near
Eaton's Ranch, on the same date, two greatcoats.
The additional charges, brought after the events at Fort Cummings, involved violation of an article of war forbidding mutiny,
and failure to advise his superior officers of an intended mutiny,
plus failure to attempt to suppress the same. The specification
supporting these charges, reduced to a few words, stated that he
did excite, cause and join in a mutiny; that his influence as a noncommissioned officer induced others to join in that mutiny; that
he armed himself with a shotgun and went in search of his superior officers; that he plotted to resist their authority if they
ordered the woman Mattie Merritt expelled from the garrison;
that he alluded to Lieutenants Sweet and Leggett with foul language and threatened to kill them. Moreover, having been placed
in arrest, he broke that arrest to participate in the mutiny. All of
this at Fort Cummings on December 2, 1867. Still another
specification alleged that at Fort Selden, on December 7, 1867,
Sergeant Allen, in the presence of certain enlisted men of Company K, 38th Infantry, applied a foul epithet to Captain Bloodgood
because that officer had "put Sergeant Reeves in the guard
house."30
When Allen came to trial at Fort Bayard, Second Lieutenant
Bethel M. Custer,31 38th U.S. Infantry, was appointed judge
advocate. Counsel for the Defense Catron appeared to have everything his own way. The charges of theft and of selling government
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property were brief, and strangely, those involving mutiny even
more so. Private Henry Tally, husband of the laundress, Mrs.
Tally, testified that the prisoner had been in his house at the time
of the alleged cocking of the pistols, and that Allen took up "his
little boy, Johnnie's" shotgun and left with it. Sergeant Yeatman
confirmed this. Then the recorded testimony reverted to the subject
of the greatcoats. After a total of only nineteen pages of transcript the defense rested, and the court returned a verdict of guilty
to the first charge and specification, and not guilty to all others.
The sentence was reduction to the ranks, forfeiture of eight dollars
pay per month for three months, and restoration to duty.
Sergeant Thornton Reeves was tried before a board that convened at Fort Bayard on May 2 I, 1868. 32 The records of his trial
are even more incomplete than those of Sergeant Allen's. The
charges were similar to those already cited, but were confined to
the disturbances of December I and 2. They included a threat to
kill Sergeant Yeatman, breaking arrest, and arming himself to
resist military authority. One specification adds to our knowledge
of the mutiny, implying that Lieutenant Leggett may have aggravated the spirit of insubordination in the men, possibly because
he was too much of a martinet. Reeves said: "Before that damned
son of a bitch (meaning Leggett), we were getting on like soldiers
ought to." The prisoner was found not guilty and returned to duty.
On August 4 and 6 the cases of Privates Henry Watkins and
George Stratton33 were tried at Fort Bayard. Lieutenant Custer
served as judge advocate and Catron acted as attorney for the defense. Watkins' trial required three days and filled twenty-eight
pages in the records; Stratton's, three days and thirty-seven pages.
To this was added thirteen pages marked Appendix "A," and "B."
The testimony in these trials clarifies the details of the expulsion
of Mattie Merritt. Captain Clarke's testimony in the Watkins case
reveals that Lieutenant Leggett had issued the orders for the expulsion on December 7 (this in addition to those issued by lieutenant Sweet on December I) but they were never carried out. The
captain had been critical of this failure and had himself issued
orders to expel her, but because there was no habitation of any
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sort nearer Fort Cummings than a small settlement on the Mimbres
River, eighteen miles west, and because of the great danger from
Indians, he made arrangements at the stage ranch outside the fort
for her to be sheltered there. He stated that a cart was sent to her
door and she was taken out, without further interference.
The court found both Watkins and Stratton not guilty. Reading
the appended findings, one might wonder why. Both the prosecution and the defense freely admitted that an act of mutiny had
been committed. The written charges and specifications were
improperly worded; legal loopholes had been left-and Counsel
for the Defense Catron found them.
Two more cases remain, those of Corporal James Francis. and
Private John Holt, also members of Company A. They add
nothing to our story. Francis was charged with violations of military law during the December 7 disturbances, Holt with offenses
occurring on the second. Records of the judge advocate general's
office covering the triah of the other accused mutineers do not
include complete transcripts of these two cases, but the charges
and specifications are included with the records of the trial of
Samuel Allen. Both men were found not guilty on all counts and
restored to duty.
NOTES
William Thornton Parker, M.D., Annals of Old Fort Cummings,
privately printed, Northha'mpton, Mass., 19I6; reprinted, Frontier Book
Co., Fort Davis, Texas,' 1968. Hereafter cited as Annals. Fort Cummings
was established on October 2, 1863, at the eastern entrance to Cook's
Canyon, twenty miles northeast of present-day Deming, New Mexico.
Located in Apache country, it was designed to meet exacting requirements
of defense, as well as offense. Built of adobe, it was surrounded by ten-foot
walls, 320 by 366 feet. All quarters, offices, storerooms, corrals, and a
small parade ground were enclosed within the walls, making the interior
extremely congested. Over the main entrance, a sally port in the south
wall, a guard tower had been erected; the north wall was broken by
another gate. Latrines and a sutler's store were outside the walls, and a
stage ranch was nearby, though it was probably not active during the
worst period of Apache hostilities.
; , ,
1.
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2. Annals, pp. 17-18.
3. Ibid., p. 19·
4. Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General, General
Courts Martial, 1812-1938, National Archives (NA), Record Group (RG)
153, Washington, D.C.: 00-3527, trial of Sergeant Allen; 00-3460, trial
of Sergeant Thornton Reeves; 00-3148, trial of Corporal Davis; 00-3549,
trial of Private George Stratton and Private Henry Watkins; hereafter
cited as Courts Mattial, with the case number added.
5. Post returns for Oct. 1867, Records of the Office of the Adjutant
General; Post Returns of Fort Cummings, New Mexico, 1863 through
1873, NA, RG 94. Hereafter cited as Post Returns, Fort Cummings.
6. For biographical data on Clarke and Sweet, see Francis B. Heitman, Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army, 2
vols. (Washington, D.C., 1903; facsimile reprint, Urbana, 1965), vol. I,
pp. 306 , 94°·
7. Post Returns, Fort Cummings, Oct. 1867.
8. Heitman, vol. I, p. 627.
9. Courts Martial, 00-3148, judge advocate's summation, pp. 162-63.
10. Courts Martial, 00-3 148, judge advocate's summation, p. 160.
II. Courts Martial, 00"3148, judge advocate's summation, p. 151.
12. Courts Martial, 00-3148, Sergeant Yeatman's testimony, pp. 14-17.
13. Courts Martial, 00-3148, Sergeant Yeatman's testimony, pp. 21-22.
14. Courts Martial, 00-3460, Tally's testimony, p. 42; "Mrs. Tally" was
the Wife of Private Henry Tally, Company A. Mattie Merritt apparently
lived with this family..
15. Courts Martial, 00-3148, Sergeant Yeatman's testimony, pp. 22-23.
16. Courts Martial, 00-3148, Sergeant Yeatman~s testimony, pp. 23-26.
17. Courts Martial" 00-3148, Sergeant Yeatman's testimony, pp. 26-27.
18. Courts Martial, 00-3148, judge advocate's summation, p. 169. The
location of Fort Selden is given in A Report on Barracks and Hospitals
With Descriptions of Military Posts, War Department, Surgeon General's
Office, Washington, Dec. 5, 1870; Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
19. Post Returns, Fort Cummings. Records of United States Army
Commands, Fort Cummings, New Mexico, Post Orders; Oct. 1863 to
Nov. 1873, NA, RG 98.
20. Courts Martial, 00-3527, trial of Sergeant Samuel Allen.
2 I. Courts Martial, 00-3148, trial of Corporal Robert Davis.
22. Catron had been admitted to the New Mexico bar in 1867.
William A. Keleher, The Fabulous Frontier, rev. ed. (Albuquerque, 1962),
p. 117, n. I.
23. Heitman, vol. I, p. 726.
2+ Courts Martial, 00"3549, trials of Privates Henry Watkins and
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George Stratton, testimony of Captain Morgan, pp. 9-10. The cases of
these two men were combined under one number in Records of the Office
of the Adjutant General.
25. Post Returns, Fort Cummings, Dec. 1867.
26. Courts Martial, 00-3148.
27. Courts Martial, 00-3148, summation, Sergeant Yeatman's testimony.
28. Courts Martial, 00-3527, summation, p. 162.
29. Courts Martial, 00-3527, trial of Sergeant Samuel Allen.
30. Courts Martial, 00-3527, Charge 3rd, specification 4th. For Captain
Edward Bloodgood, see Heitman, vol. I, p. 226.
3 I. Heitman, vol. I, p. 348.
32. Courts Martial, 00-3460, trial of Thornton Reeves.
33. Courts Martial, 00-3549, trials of Private Henry Watkins and
Private George Stratton; see n. 24 supra.
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A BRIEF MEMOIR
JULIAN ARAGON Y PEREA

translated'and edited by Gerald Theisen

INTRODUCTION

IN

HIS brief memoir Julian Aragon y Perea stated that he was
born in Belen, New Mexico, in 1830' This fact cannot be confirmed by the baptismal records preserved in, the Archives of the
Archdiocese of Santa Fe. It is almost certain however, that his birth
did occur in New Mexico during the brief period of Mexican
administration. It therefore follows that as a youth he witnessed
the cession of Mexican territory and the imposition of United
States control. As might be expected from one who experienced
authority from two external sources, his orientation was to New
Mexico, rather than to the United States or to Mexico. This is
illustrated in his memoir by the statement that in October of 1848
he "joined an ox train which was returning to the United States
from Santa Fe." Nevertheless, he often served the United States
indirectly in several official positions. In this sense, he is representative of many former Mexican citizens who served their local
area in a variety of minor public offices so necessary to the operation
of territorial government.
Without much detail, Julian Aragon mentioned the limited
service he saw during the Civil War. His experience provides an
interesting insight into the organization of volunteer soldi_ers. In
a letter to Captain G. Chapin, the ~New Mexican noted that he
had "expended for subsistence, horses, equipment, forage, clothing
and other necessary expenses, over eight thousand dollars" in sup-
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port of his company of volunteers, and that he had only received
"about $5°0" as reimbursement. He continued, "unless I am able
to collect these accounts or expenditures, myself and family are
reduced to absolute want."l
Nevertheless, Julian Aragon apparently became a victim of the
military bureaucracy. In a subsequent letter he informed Captain
Chapin that he did not have the requested "fund account" record
necessary to receive reimbursement. On the reverse side of Julian
Aragon's letter is a note written "by the order of Brigadier General
Canby." It states that "the commander of a company is charged
with the duty of knowing its accounts and should be prepared at all
times to furnish any information in relation to them."2 This apparently settled the matter.
Mr. Aragon noted in his memoir that shortly thereafter he lost
seventy-five head of livestock to the Navajo. After this he mentions little of note until 1878 when he was, in fact, destitute and
was forced to take sheep al partido (on shares). Most probably,
Julian Aragon's financial situation would have been better in 1878
if he had received the reimbursement he requested in 1862.
The highest office Julian Aragon y Perea held was that of territoriallegislator. He served as a Representative to the seventeenth
Legislative Assembly of New Mexico Territory during 1867 and
1868,3 in which he was quite active. He sat on several committees
and proposed a number of bills. One of the more interesting proposals he introduced would have allowed county probate judges
"tofacilitate and extend the record of titles granted by the governments of Spain and Mexico to citizens of this territory."4
It is important to investigate the activities of minor public
officials like Julian Aragon y Perea. Perhaps, with the aid of
manuscripts more detailed than this brief memoir, we may achieve
better understanding of life in territorial New Mexico.
Julian Aragon y Perea was buried in Anton Chico on October 6,
1905.5 The memoir remains in the possession of the author's
grandson, Adelaido Sanchez, a native of Anton Chico, and it is
published here with his kind permission.
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MEMOIR

JULIAN ARAGON Y PEREA was born in the town of Belen, county of
Valencia, New Mexico, January 28; 1830' In 1832 his parents,
Roman Aragon and Margarita Perea, went to the town of Bernalillo, New Mexico, and made their home there. At that place his
mother died on the third ofApril, 1844- In February of 1847, his
father, Roman Aragon, went with his family and four men and a
woman to the county of San Miguel, New Mexico, and he made
his home in the town of Anton, where he was married in the same
year to Doloritas Gonzales. From that marriage he had two boys,
Luciano and Toribio.
Julian Aragon, at that time eighteen years old, was enticed in
October of 1848 by two young neighbors, Miguel Barela and
Rumaldo Gonzales. Together the three joined an ox train which
was returning to the United States from Santa Fe. The boss
(Pearce)consented and permitted them to go. In December they
arrived at the city of Independence, Missouri, at that time the
terminal city for the freighters to New Mexico. From there another
man (William Brooms) took Julian Aragon to his house, house
one hundred and fifty miles from that town. In that house he lived
and was very well liked by the man and his family. There he went
to the public school for three months. In that time Mr. Brooms
sold his property and went to a place in the state of Ohio, leaving
from Jefferson City, the capitalof Missouri. Although Mr. Brooms
begged him, Julian Aragon stayed there because he did not want
to continue farther.
Since he liked it there very much, he signed on withMr. John
Monk for a salary of $10 a month. He drove an ox cart, hauling
coal from a mine twenty-five miles from the city. At the end of
this time he received his pay and worked in the shop of a tailor in
order to learn the· skill. There he worked in this position until
October of I 850' Again he left his job, and he signed on for a
salary of $45 a month with Mr. Mich Rosel, a government
contractor who was freighting to New Mexico.. He reported to a
boss who outfitted a train of twenty-five carts destined for Santa
Fe, New Mexico. He worked in this employment as wagoner
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until arriving at Santa Fe in January of 1851. He was then discharged from this job, and he received one hundred and three
pesos. He spent $3 for supplies, and he set out toward Anton
Chico, where his father and brothers resided. On the 31st of
January he arrived there, after only a short time. He divided his
money with his father. He gave his father $50 and left $50 for
himself. He invested his money by buying corn, and he was to be
paid in October. In time he collected it. There were one hundred
sacks in March.
He went to the town of San Miguel, at that time the chief city
of the county of its name and the place of most commercial importance. He made arrangements with Benito L!ltez y Sampson to
make clothes for his store. He worked in that position until May.
At that time those gentlemen gave him goods on commission. He
resettled in Anton Chico. He opened up his business the loth of
May. The 10th of August he was, married to Maria de la Luz
Rae!. In October he was able to collect his commercial investment,
and he sold the one hundred sacks of corn previously mentioned at
$5 per hundred pounds. In May of 1852 he gave up the foreign
business, and he stayed with the little profit which he had. In
February of 1853 he made a trip to trade with the Apache Indians. '
He bought some cattle in June of 1853. He took goods belonging
to Don Jose L. Perea from Bernalillo on commission in Anton
Chico until 1856. In 1857 he worked as a freighter from Kansas
City to New Mexico and other places until 1861.
In September of 1861 he organized a company of volunteers at
his own expense, although it cost him nothing less than $ 10,000.
He was received and sworn into the service of the United States
with his soldiers at Fort Union, New Mexico, for three years on
the 3rd of October of 1861 under the designation of Company B,
4th Regiment of Mounted Volunteers, having the rank of Captain
under the name of Julian Aragon y Perea. In April of 1862 most
of his soldiers deserted at Fort Union. As a consequence Captain
Julian Aragon y Perea resigned from the service. He put all his
business with the government in order, and he went to see his
wife and family.
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Immediately, he applied himself to commerce, planting, freighting, and breeding cattle. On March loth of 1863, the Navajo
Indians carried away seventy-five head of livestock. In 1878 he
took sheep al partido from Don Guadalupe Gutierres. He held
them until 1883 when he turned them over.
Without pay, in 1882, 1883, 1886, 1888, 1889, and 1891, he
was named supervisor of public schools in various school districts
of the county of San Miguel. In 1867 he was named Representa~
tive to the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico.
In December of 1863 he was commissioned by Henry Connelly
(Governor) as first lieutenant of militia, Company D, 1st Regiment, 2nd Brigade. Inl 885 he was named deputy assessor for the
county of San Miguel by W. D. Kistller. In the same year he was
commissioned to take the census in district number three. He
served as a member of the grand and petit juries of the district
court in the county of San Miguel. In 1888 he was president of
the body of directors. In 1893, 1894, and 1895 he was named
director of schools for school district number 42 in the county
of Guadalupe, and he served as court clerk of the body. On June
6th of 1890 he was named notary public for the county of San
Miguel by the Governor. On February 4th of 1893 he was again
named notary public for four years. On January 22nd of 1892 a
pension of eight pesos a month was granted to him by the Governor under the law of June 24, 1890'

NOTES
I.
Letter to Captain G. Chapin, Acting Adjutant General, Department of New Mexico, Santa Fe, May 29, 1862, National Archives, Record
Group 94, compiled service record no. 337, 4th New Mexico Infantry.
2. Letter to Chapin, July 14, 1862, ibid.
3. Journal of the House of Representatives of the Territory of New
Mexico, 1867-68 (Santa Fe, 1868), p. 5.
4· Ibid., p. 97·
5. "Cemetery Book," Saint Joseph's Church, Anton Chico, New
Mexico,Book 2, p. 15.
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THE SPANISH BORDERLANDS FRONTIER 1513-1821. By John Francis Bannon, with Foreword by Ray Allen Billington. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970, Pp. xii, 308. Illus., maps, bibliog., index. $4.75.
THIS VOLUME in the "Histories of the American Frontier" series, edited by
the distinguished historian Ray Allen Billington, is, as Dr. Bannon states
in his preface, a golden jubilee volume. In 1921 Dr. Herbert E. Bolton's
The Spanish Borderlands appeared in the "Chronicles of America" series.
Dr. Bolton was pioneering in a scarcely recognized field. Dr. Bannon, one
of his many students, set out to synthesize the long and complex history
of the Spanish Borderlands. His problem was, unlike Dr. Bolton's, one of
abundance. The vast majority of the many books and articles cited in the
bibliographical notes were published after 192 I.
The Spanish Borderlands is a term that has sometimes been limited to
the Southwest and California, although when he coined it Dr. Bolton
included all of the former Spanish areas from Florida to California. It is
the broader concept that Dr. Bannon accepts. He points out something
occasionally forgotten or overlooked, that when Anglo-American pioneers
reached the western Borderlands they were not entering a wilderness, a
true frontier, but a settled region into which the Spaniards had introduced
their civilization long before. And despite the later clash of cultures, many
of the early visitors to New Mexico and California were happy to adopt
this way of life. Certain legal concepts, furthermore, such as community
property and liberal adoption laws, they found preferable to Anglo-Saxon
practice.
In comparing the Spanish and Anglo-American frontiers the author
recognizes significant differences. "The Anglo-American was aggressive
and acquisitive: the hope of gain, broader opportunity, and personal advantage drove him westward. He was rarely motivated by anything other
than individual aggrandizement. But most of all, he was free to go or come,
to stay or withdraw; he was, in general, answerable to no one but himself.
At times the laws of his country bothered him little or not at all. The
Spanish frontiersman was regimented, closely governed, and restricted.
He might be free to go or not to go onto a far frontier. But, once there,
he was committed." (P. 6.)
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Other differences were in the degree of racial mixture and in the role of
Christianized Indians, for the Spaniards sent colonies of TIascalans, Aztecs,
and even Opatas to the frontiers to help convert the wild tribes into useful
citizens. The Spanish Borderlands frontier was frequently a. defensive
one, a situation not characteristic of any Anglo-American frontier except
in Oregon.
"So here is an American frontier, sometimes like but more often unlike
familiar Anglo-American patterns. It is a frontier that is historically on a
collision course with the more aggressive and more successful AngloAmerican westward movement. Its background will be important when
the two meet. And, even apart from the confrontation, its history has
interest in itself as an example of man's pioneering enterprise." (P. 7.)
In demonstrating that interest Dr. Bannon deals with the explorers,
such as Coronado and De Soto, the first settlements, the Pueblo Revolt
and the reconquest, the coming of the French arid the Spanish move into
Texas, the occupation of California, the Provincias Internas, and Louisiana.
The final chapter deals with Spain's last years in the Borderlands.
This is an excellent synthesis, a welcome addition to the rich and
growing literature on the Borderlands. Asa series volume it compares
favorably with Charles Gibson's Spain .in America ("New American
Nation" series) which, a few years ago, replaced Bourne's earlier work of
the same title. Both reflect the considerable advance in historical scholarship in the past half-century.

Texas Christian University

DONALD E. WORCESTER

THE JOURNAL OF JACOB FOWLER. Edited, with notes, by Elliott Caues,
with a preface and additional notes by Raymond W. and Mary Lund
Settle and Harry R. Stevens. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1970. Pp.ix, 152. Bibliog., index. $7·95.
A SEASONED 57-year-old frontiersman, Jacob Fowler trapped and traded his
way up the Arkansas River from Fort Smith to the Rockies in 1821, as
second-in-command of a group led by Hugh Glenn. Through a chance
meeting with New Mexican· traders near Pueblo, the Americans learned
that Mexico had won its independence and that they would be welcomed
in Santa Fe. So Glenn led some of his group south, reaching Santa Fe in
early January 1822. The Glenn-Fowler party, then, arrived in New Mexico
in a pivotal year, having been preceded there by a matter of weeks by
groups under William Becknell and Thomas James, who reached Santa
Fe on November 16 and December I, respectively. Fowler's journal, which
is more complete than BeckneII'sbrief diary and more· truthful than James's
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recollections, has long been a valuable source for understanding these
traders who opened New Mexico to Yankee commerce, and for providing
an early Anglo glimpse of New Mexico and of Indian configurations along
the Arkansas. In point of time Fowler's journal takes its place alongside the
writings of zebulon Pike and Stephen Long, but unlike those explorers,
Fowler, made no impact on his contemporaries, for his journal was not
published until 1898 by Elliott Coues.
Coues's original edition preserved Fowler's extraordinary grammar and
phonetic spelling, which have delited reeders ever sense. Happily, the
present editors, Raymond and Mary Settle and Harry Stevens, have preserved Coues's transcription. Apparently they did not, however, check
Coues's work against the original journal preserved today at the University
of Chicago. On a few occasions (such as p. 24) a fresh reading of the
manuscript might have been illuminating. Along withCoues's transcription, the editors have wisely retained his introduction and notes, supplementing them with their own fine commentary. The editors' preface,
though, is a disappointment. It does not assess the significance of the
Glenn-Fowler expedition or of Fowler's journal in light of recent scholarship. The editors, for example, do not even indicate that Coues did not
have the writings of Becknell and Thomas James available to him. Nor
does the editors' preface provide an up-to-date biographical sketch of
Fowler. Although Raymond Settle published an article-length biography
of Fowler in 1966, the editors have not bothered to correct errors in the
biography of Fowler that Coues published.
The great contribution of this new edition is its notes. Coues's notes,
accurate and useful in the main, have been meticulously amplified and
corrected by the editors. Seventy years of scholarship between the two
editions have aided them in clarifying previously obscure persons and
places, and in tracing Fowler's route with precision. Indeed, if any criticism
is to be made of the notes, it is that they are too fulsome. For example, the
editors use Fowler's mention of a fandango in Taos as the occasion to discuss Padre Martinez, who was not even at Taos at the time. Mention of
the Arkansas River sets the editors off on a gratuitous twenty-seven line
note, reminiscent of Bancroft, which discusses the origin of the name
Arkansas. Occasionally, these extensive notes are disorderly. Zebulon Pike,
for example, is introduced late in the book (p. 97), well after the editors have
made frequent reference to him. In a volume which seeks to illuminate a
man's travels, the lack of a map is curious. But a reviewer can never be
certain if the publisher or the editors are to blame for that omission.
If this new edition is not, to this reviewer's taste, a model of graceful
modern editing, it is a thorough, careful, and eminently useful piece of
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work, even to the index which embraces the footnotes as well as the text.
Fowler's story of a dangerous crossing of the plains amidst unknown tribes,
Lewis Dawson's fatal fight with a bear, the Negro Paul's ribald encounter
with a senora of Taos, these and other incidents in this journal have long
deserved a wider readership than the scarce 1898 edition made possible.
But Nebraska is to be commended for not merely reprinting Fowler's
journal, but for publishing what is, essentially, a new book. Libraries that
have the original edition by Coues will need to own this one, too, for the
older work has clearly been supplanted. Fowler's journal should not need
to be re-edited for another seventy years, at least, and if the task is undertaken again, the notes of the Settles and Stevens will doubtless be incorporated into the new effort.
San Diego State College

DAVID J. WEBER

THE STRANGE STORY OF WAYNE BRAZEL. By Robert N. Mullin. Canyon,
Texas: The Palo Duro Press, 1971, Pp. 40. Illus. $4.00.
ROBERT N. MULLIN, former resident of Las Vegas, New Mexico, El Peiso,
Texas, and other southwestern towns, now retired, a long-time executive of
the Gulf Oil Company, living in Laguna Beach, California, is the author
of The Strange Story of Wayne Brazel, published by The Palo Duro Press
of Canyon, Texas. Mr. Mullin's book, with many interesting photographs
of a bygone day, richly deserves a place on the top shelf'of any New Mexico
library. J. Evetts Haley of Canyon, Texas, prominent southwestern author,
has written a glowing foreword praising the book highly, saying among other
things that "no one else but Bob Mullin could have successfully rescued
Brazel from oblivion." Wayne Brazel became an important figure in New
Mexico history on February 29, 19°8, when he surrendered to the Sheriff
of Dona Ana County and admitted that he had just killed Pat Garrett, killer
on July 14, 1881, of William H. Bonney, "Billy the Kid," at the home of
Pete Maxwell in Fort Sumner, New Mexico. Mr. Mullin has compressed in
37 pages of print the complicated and fascinating story of the emergence of
Brazel and his mysterious disappearance. He takes the reader with him on
his dogged efforts to follow the trail of Brazel from the date of his birth to the
day when Mullin was obliged to throw up his hands and say he could travel
no further. Although he admitted that he had killed Garrett many people
in Las Cruces and in the country about doubted his word. There seemed
to be a universal opinion that Jim Miller, a well-known Texas gunman,
was paid $5,000 to kill Garrett upon condition that he should not be
obliged to stand trial, but that those participating in the conspiracy would
furnish a person who would admit that he had killed Garrett.
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At the conclusion of his work Mr. Mullin wrote as follows: "After
many years of investigation this writer must conclude that no matter how
unwisely this unlucky man acted at the time, he did not pull the trigger
that ended the life of Pat Garrett. And clearly the most convincing evidence points to South America as the end of the trail for Jesse Wayne
BrazeL"

Albuquerque, N. M.

W. A. KELEHER

THE FRENCH LEGATION IN TEXAS. VOLUME I, RECOGNITION, RUPTURE,
AND RECONCILIATION. Translated and edited with an Introduction by
Nancy Nichols Barker. Austin: Texas State Historical Association, I97I.
Pp. 358. IlIus., app. $12.00.
IN September 1839 the French Monarchy became the nrst European
nation officially recognizing the Republic of Texas. Soon thereafter the
French government appointed a little-known diplomat, Alphonse Dubois
de Saligny, as charge d'affaires-a position he held during most of the
period of French recognition. In this collection of documents M. Saligny
emerged as an unusual French diplomat of his day, for during his career
he held high posts in government and earned many honors, yet in the
end did disservice to his country, dishonored his name, and lived the
balance of his life in disgrace. His political demise was a result of his
handling of Franco-Texas diplomacy, not because the United States annexed the new Republic.
M. Saligny's schemes in Texas were more a farce than tragedy, resulting partly from his unusual personality. His contemporaries described him
as vain, irrascible, capable of chicanery, and prone to great exaggerations.
He became involved with an innkeeper in Austin when he killed some of
the hotelman's swine, whereupon he hurriedly left Texas until local anger
subsided. Unwilling or unable to accept blame for his diplomatic failures,
he penned numerous, lengthy letters to his superiors, alibiing his failure
to follow instructions or to accomplish his missions. He falsely reported
his travels in Texas and the United States and constantly erred in his
reports concerning diplomatic and political problems in Texas. His verbose
style demonstrated little evidence of great knowledge, yet his syntax was
good, and through this correspondence his personality and conflicts with
contemporaries emerged. So biased were his reports that one must analyze
carefully every statement to ascertain its validity.
Nevertheless, throughout this diplomatic correspondence French willingness to establish trade outlets and gain influence in the New World was
evident. Also signincant, M. Saligny reported Texas efforts to exploit the
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Chihuahua to Santa Fe trade, and to profit from the large droves of wild
cattle freely roaming the ranges. According to the temperamental Frenchman, Texas was still a rugged frontier area where few banks existed,
where travel was always arduous, and where marauding Indians constantly
struck within twenty miles of Austin. The French diplomat was generous
in his condemnations, for he severely criticized both Sam Houston and the
United States for their parts in Texas politics.
Professor Barker, a specialist in European history at the University of
Texas at Austin, added an introduction and editorial remarks that provide
the necessary background for understanding this correspondence. Great
care was taken to produce accurate, clear translations, and many of M.
Saligny's biased remarks, as well as numerous errors, were indicated in
adequate notes. Thus, the publication of these letters sheds new light on
an important period of Texas history. The Texas State Historical Association has provided historians with a worthwhile and interesting collection
of documents. It is to be regretted, however, that no index was included,
for this addition would have made the work even more useful. Yet, with
careful attention to editorial comments, this work is a useful tool for
studying the history of Texas and the American West.

Missouri Southern State College

JOE A. STOUT, JR.

DALLAS STOUDENMIRE: EL PASO MARSHAL. By Leon Claire Metz. Austin
and New York: The Pemberton Press, 1969. Pp. xii, 162.. lIlus., bibliog.,
index. $6.95.
LEON METZ has produced a double-edged biography containing a segment
of the life story of a raw, frontier town, and a segment of the life story of
the man who tamed this town. EI Paso during the 1870'S was a sanctuary
for the lawless. Saloons and "whorehouses outnumbered churches a hundred to one." City fathers wailed "we . . . have turned loose upon us
hordes of vagabonds, gamblers, burglars, thieves and particularly murderers." A succession of town marshals seemed unable to abate the lawlessness. Regularly the EI Paso mayor appealed to the governor to send a
detachment of Texas Rangers to patr91 the streets.
In this atmosphere of violence entered Dallas Stoudenmire, a tall strong
two-gun man. The mayor and aldermen appointed him town marshal
on April I I, 188 I, and in less than two years he made life and property
secure. Stoudenmire worked jail prisoners at keeping the city streets
clean and in good repair, he enforced local ordinances, collected fines, and
helped officials collect taxes. He policed EI Paso's half dozen opium dens
and "decreased the number of worthless curs" by enforcing the dog-tax
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ordinance. Authorities admitted that he was the first town marshal to take
the duties of the office seriously.
Stoudenmire was a high-spirited person and showed no favorites.
Ironically, his dedication and devotion to duty, a source of pride for £1
Paso citizens in the early days of his tenure, became a source of scorn,
contempt and resentment. As the civic alienation grew, Stoudenmire
turned more to the bottle. One night in a drunken fit he fired his pistols
into the steeple of St. Clement's church. The author defends Stoudenmire
for his escape in strong drink by the comment: "If trying to bring peace
to an ungrateful town while constantly facing the spectre of assassination
made an alcoholic and an unconscionable killer out of him it probably
would have done the same to any man in his situation."
In his unbiased enforcement of the law Stoudenmire made many enemies
for "Strong and fearless men always do. The Texas Rangers disliked him
and the politicians feared him. He answered insult for insult, threat for
threat. But towering above his animosity for these two factions loomed
his implacable hatred" for the Manning brothers "who completely dominated the gambling and prostitution interests in £1 Paso." Stoudenmire's
feud with the Manning brothers ended in the town marshal's death during
a bloody fist and gunfight when the Manning brothers ganged up on
him.
This book has an essence of balance and fairness in assessing Stoudenmire's character. It is a contribution as a treatise on urban history of a raw
frontier town. And it is readable. Dallas Stoudenmire is carefully researched, based largely on original records including £1 Paso town
council minutes, contemporary local newspapers, files of the Texas Rangers,
and extensive correspondence by the author with knowledgeable informants.
University of .Oklahoma.

ARRELL M. GIBSON

DELIGHTFUL JOURNEY DOWN THE GREEN AND COLORADO RIVERS. By Barry
M. Goldwater. Tempe: Arizona Historical Foundation, 1970. Pp. xii,
209. mus., maps, apps., bibliog. $15.00.
IT IS GOOD to have this book in print. With Norm Nevills in 1940 Barry
Goldwater made the river run from Green River, Utah, through Labyrinth, Stillwater, Cataract, Narrow, Glen and Grand canyons to Lake
Mead. At that time less than a hundred persons had taken the same trip
since 1869 when John Wesley Powell completed the pioneer voyage.
The Nevills' party spent forty-seven days on the water which the
author remembers as a "delightful journey." He maintained a diary of the
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trip which was reproduced in mimeograph form for private distribution.
Greatly condensed versions-one in the January issue of Arizona Highways
-were published in 1941.
For thirty years Colorado River enthusiasts; historians and river runners
have gone to the libraries to consult the Goldwater diary for the variety of
information it contains. They can nnd it in the bookstores now, a handsome
quarto enhanced by ninety-six of the author's 1940 photographs. Included
are supplemental essays on prehistoric man in the Grand Canyon by anthropologist Robert C. Euler and on the geology of the Colorado canyons
by Carleton B. Moore: O. Dock Marston, river 'historian, is carried, on the
title page as special consultant,
Goldwater journeyed the Colorado before it was dammed and controlled; he has much to say about the adventures·of riding a wilder river and
a freer one than we have now. And, of course, the voyagers traveled in
wooden boats of the Nevills type and not in neoprene pontoons. The
diarist took time to write at length on historic spots; he essayed hypotheses
on geology and described prehistoric ruins and modem Indians. There are
some good passages on the joys of wilderness travel, particularly through
canyons in Arizona, where he observed the sky is bluer, the air more bracing, and where the birds sing with more buoyant notes!
I would put Senator Goldwater's Delightful Journey on the same shelf
with Powell, Dellenbaugh (and the other diarists of Powell's second
voyage), Kolb, Eddy, Stanton and Stone.

University of Utah

C. GREGORY CRAMPTON

THE IMAGE OF ARIZONA: PICTURES FROM THE PAST. By Andrew Wallace.
Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 1971. Pp. vii, 224.
Illus., bibliog., index. $ 15.00.
THIS is a visual history of Arizona, consisting of more than six hundred
drawings, woodcuts, sketches, paintings, and photographs. It is a companion
volume to New Mexico in the 19th Century and Colorado's First Portrait,
also published by The, University of New Mexico Press, which is to be
congratulated for excellent and attractive formats.
Under chapter headings of: Native Dwellers, The Land, Spanish and
Mexican Arizona, Making a Territory, Apache Wars, Commerce and
Industry, Towns, and Territorial Life, Professor Wallace has arranged
the visual history with informative captions and nne explanatory texts to
tell the history of Arizona before it became a state of the union. It would
seem that the author assembled every visual representation which has to
do With the early history of Arizona. He gleaned through Harper's Weekly,
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Harper's Monthly, Scribner's, Century and other magazines for the period
1850-1912 for every reference, and there were many, because drawings and
stories regarding the Southwest were always welcome escape literature for
people of the East. He has gathered together the relevant drawings of
people who accompanied the early explorers and photos in collections
with which he became familiar when he was associated with the Arizona
Pioneers' Historical Society.
It isn't a book one reads in the ordinary sense, but what a pleasant way
it is to absorb knowledge of the Indians of Arizona, the missions, the
extremes of topography, the flora and fauna, mining methods and equipment, political history, agriculture, cattle ranching, etc. It is a thoroughly
enjoyable book for anyone interested in the history of the Southwest,
whether young or old, amateur or professionaL The book does extremely
well what the author set out to do, i.e., draw together all the published
illustrations and photos which exemplify the history of Arizona. It makes
no. pretense of being a comprehensive written text, but one emerges from
the book with more feeling for the total picture of Arizona; and through
use of the bibliography and index one can read in depth the pertinent
materials. It should be on the bookshelf of anyone interested in the
history of the southwestern portion of the United States.
Fort Lewis College, Durango

ROBERT

W.

DELANEY
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Biddle, Maj. James, 323,324, 327, 329
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Cafi6n del Muerto, 116
Canyon de Chelly, 104-06 passim,
113-14,125,223
Canyon Largo, 106, 236
Carleton, Gen. James H., 68
Carneal, Thomas Davis, 185, 195, 198
Carrizal, presidio, 230
Carrizo Mountains, 105, 106,227
Carson, Christopher (Kit), 37-56 passim
Catron, Thomas Benton, 15,16,342,
345,346-48
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Catcle, 37,38,40,207,295,315,316,
354. See also Livestock stealing.
Cayetano, Navajo leader, 238
Cebolleta, NoM., 103-32 passim, 134,
223,225,228,234,237,238
Cerro Chato, 105, 119, 122
Cerro Gordo, presidio, 134
Chaco Canyon, 106, 236
Chacoli, 105
Chacon, Gov. Fernando, 104, 107,109-17
Chacuaco Canyon, 321
Chaguago Indians, 136
Chama River, 104, 105, 106,235,254
Chambers, Col. Talbot, 193, 195
Chapin, Captain G., 351, 352
Chavez, Angelico, 76; bk. rev. by, 162
Chavez, Dennis, 5-36
Chavez, Francisco Xavier, 237, 241, 242
Cherokee Indians, 191, 193, 195,204,
213-14
Chevalier, Franc;ois, Land and Society in
Colonial Mexico, noted, 75
Cheyenne Indians, 49-50, 316-32 passim
Chichilticalli, 295, 297
Chihuahua, 119, 133, 134,231
Chihuahua City, 139,262
Chinle Wash; 105; 106
Chiracahua Mountains, 140, 148, 149
Chisum's Ranch, 331
Chouteau, Auguste Po, 211, 230
Chunn, Majo John T., 190,196,202
ChuskaMountains, 105, 106
Cicuye, 303. See also Pecos.
Cimarron, NoM" 37, 322
Cimarron Creek, 37, 48,52
Cimarron River, 213, 315
Cincinnati, Ohio, 184-210 passim
Civil War, 47; in NoM., 66,351-52,354
Clamore, Osage leader, 204; 2i3-14
Clarke, Capto Charles E., 338, 339, 342,
347
Cleaveland, Alice Ann, see Reeve
Cochiti, pueblo, 225,239
Cocomaricopa Indians, 136
Codallos y Rabal, Gov. JoaquIn, 136, 138
Colfax County, 24, 37, 315, 326, 328,
329
Colorado, 39, 315-36
Colorado River, 135,232,233,253,
298-302, 307

Comimche Indians, 37,104,134, ISO,
223-25,231,327,328,331
Concha, Gov. Fernando de la, 104, 108
Corazones, 287-88, 296, 299, 302-03;
San Geronimo, 306
C~rdero, Antonio, 105,232
Coronado, Francisco Vazquez de, 293-308
Coues; Elliott, 182, 183
Cox, Michael, bk. rev. by, ·163~64
Coyotero Apache Indians, 120
Crow Creek, 328-29
Connelly, Henry, 63
Crampton, C. Gregory, bk. rev. by,
364-65
Cristobal, Navajo leader, 114, 117, 118
Cuba, NoM., see Nacimiento
Cubero, N.M., 223
Cuquiarachi, mission, 140, 148
CurrumpawCreek, 317, 318, 330
Curry, George, 18
Custer, Lto Bethel Mo, 346, 347
. Cutter; Donald c.; bk. revs. by, 90-91,
267-68
Cutting, Bronson, 5-36
Cuyamungue, N.M., 227
Davidson, Col. J. W.; 51,320
Davies, Samuel Watts, 184, 187, 198-99
Davis, Cpl. Robert, 340-43,345
De Mun, Jules, 211; 230
Delaney, Robert Wo, bk.rev;by, 365-66
Delgadito, Navajo leader, 121,242
Detroit, 185, 186,207
Diaz Melchior, 295, 299, 302
Dickey, Roland F., New Mexico Village
Arts, noted, 75
Dillon, Govo Richard, 8-9
Dolores, N.M., 58-68pa~sim
Douglas, Capto George, 209-11
Drake, Dro Daniel, 195,200,202,207
Dry Cimarron River, 315, 321-31 passim
Durango, bishopric, 139, 143

!

East, George, 262
El Chato, Navajo leader, 245
EIPaso, 114, 319; presidio, 135, 136, 137
El Vadito (RIO San Jose), 112,226
EI Vado, NoM., 106,230
Ella, Coloo, 326
Ellis, Richard No, bk. rev. by, 82"83
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Ellison, Samuel, 65-66,67
Encinal, N.M.,134, 223
Espejo, Antonio de, 307
Estevan theBlack, 287, 289-95,297,
299,302
Ewell, Capt. Richard Stoddard, 47,49
63
Facundo, Navajo leader, 245
Faraon Apache Indians, 125
Fann, Lt. Nicholas, 11 2, 113
Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati, 184,J87; 188, 198, 199,201
Faulk, Odie B., bk. rev. by, 83-85
Ft. Bascom, 316,318,322,323
Ft. Bayard, 342-48 passim
Ft. Cummings, 337-50
Ft. Crawford, 190,193,195, 207
Ft. Dodge, 318, 326,330-31
Ft. Harrison, 190, 192, 196, 199,202"03
Ft. Leavenworth, 326, 330, 345
Ft. Lyon, 316c30 passim
Ft. Meigs, 181, 185, 191
Ft. Osage, 190,193,258
Ft. Selden, 342-46
Fort Smith, 181, 182, 191, 193, 195,203,
204,208,212,213,214
Ft. Union, 48-49, 50, 66, 324, 329, 331,
338,354
Fort Wayne, 185,207
Fowler, Jacob, 181-221,240
Francis, cpt James, 343, 345,348
Franciscans, 137, 143, 144,233,296
Francisco, Navajo leader, 236
Franklin, Mo., 212, 258
Fremont, John c., 37, 40
Friends, 187, 330
Fronteras, presidio, 133-48 passim
Fur trade, 49, 253-60
Garda, Antonio, 225,226
Garda, Jose Antonio, 117, 118, ·120, 125
Garda Conde, Com. Gen. Alejo, 227-28
Garda de Noriega, Antonio, 107
Garda de Noriega, Francisco, 107
Gentry, Uncle Nick, 262
Gibson, Arrell M., bk. rev. by, 363-64
Gibson, John Jr., 192, 196,201
Gila Apache Indians, 103, 107, 119, 120,
133-.60 passim
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Gila River, 133-60 passim, 294, 299,308
Gilpin, William,38
Glenn, Hugh, 181-221
G6mez Safiudo, Capt. Andres, 228, 230,
234
Gorda, Navajo leader, 236, 245
Granada, Colo., 326, 328, 331
Great Plains, 230, 234, 304-06
Green River, 254,256
Greenleaf, Richard E., 77; bk. revs. by,
80,87
Greever, William S., bk, rev. by, 164-65
Greiner, John, 59,61,64
Grier, William S., 42-47 passim
Griffen, William B., Cultural Change
and Shifting Populations in Central
Northern Mexico, noted, 76
Guadalupe Canyon, 105
Guadalupe County,24, 355
Guajoquilla, presidio, 133, 134, 145
Giiemes y Horcasitas, Juan Francisco de,
viceroy, 135
Guevavi, mission, 140
Gutierrez, Capt. Lorenzo, 116, 120-24
Guzman, Nufio de, 286, 289, 293
Hackett, Charles W., Revolt of the
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and
Otermin's Attempted Reconquest,
noted,75
Hafen, Leroy R,Western America,
noted, 76
Hannett, Gov. ArthurT., 7, 8,11,12
Hardeman, Bailey, 259
Harrison, William Henry, 185, 198
Hatch, Carl, 6, 22, 26
Heap of Birds, Cheyenne leader, 319
Hernandez, Manuel, 229-31
Hinton, Harwood P., bk. rev. by, 171-72
Holbrook, Sgt. William C. "Leigh,"
42,43
Hollon, W.Eugene, see Hafen, Leroy R
Hoover, Herbert, 13, 20
Hopi Indians, 109, 113, 135, 137, 138,
142-43,232,233,236,242,297
Horses, 50, 104, 148, 150,295. See also
Livestock stealing.
Houck, Solomon, 262
Houston, James, 200, 202
Hull, Gen. William, 184-85
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Illinois Indians, 191-92
Illinois River, 209, 213
ILLUSTRATIONS: Dennis Chavez, Bronson
Cutting, and FDR, facing 5; Kit
Carson, 41; Lucien B. Maxwell, 52;
Ortiz Mine Grant, map, 60; Navaholand, map, facing 101;Caiion del
Muerto, 115; Gila campaigns, map,
141; Santa Fe plaza, 180; canyonlands,
222; 1844 invoice, 265; Southwestern
languages, 1540, map, 300; Southwestern Indian groups, 1540, map,
301
Independence, Mo., 262, 263,353
Indian languages, 285-314
Indian reservations, 319, 321-23, 325-26,
327
Indian Territory, 316, 318, 320, 321,
324,328,331
Indian traders, 106, 109, 118, 181-82,
195,203-04,209,212,213-14,231,
354
Indians, agents, 49,52,59,67; auxiliaries,
112, 113, 120, 133-48 passim, 226,
237; burial customs, 258; forced migration, 191-92,209,224; hostilities,
39-52 passim, 101-32 passim, 133-60
passim, 183,205,206,208,213-14,
22Bl passim, 255, 258,315-36; 352,
355; rations, 192, 196, 199,203,320,
321; slaves, 40; trade, 120-21, 150,
234-35,287-88,296,302,305,306;
U.S., 184,186,191-92,205,206,224,
230,305-06
Irrigation; 40,43, 105, 147
Ishatai, Comanche leader, 328
Isleta, pueblo, 243-44,
Isopete, Plains Indian, 304, 306
Jackson, W. Turrentine,bk. rev. by,
266-67
Jaffa, Nathan, 18
James, Thomas, 211-12, 213-14, 239-40
Janos, presidio, 133, 135, 136, 145; 146
Jefferson City, Mo., 345, 353 .
Jemez, pueblo, 106-20 passim, 227,
234-35,236,237,239,245
Jesuits, 133, 137, 139, 142, 144-51
Jicarilla Apache Indians, 39, 11 I, 322,
323,326·

Joaquin, Navajo leader, 226-27, 234,
236
Jones, Calvin, 38
Juan Tafoya Canyon, 117, 119, 122
Juanico, Navajoleader, 241, 243, 245
Kansas, 305, 315, 316, 318, 320, 327,
328,331
Kansas City, Mo., 190, 354
Kansas Pacific Railroad, 316; 325
Keleher, W. A., bk. rev. by, 361-62
Kentucky,184,194,205,206,209
Kessell, John L., Campaigning on the
Upper Gila, 1756,133-60. See also
Reeve, Frank D..
KickapooIndians, 191-92
KickingBird, Kiowa leader, 319
Kiowa Apache Indians, 318, 320
Kiowa Indians, 229, 231, 317-31 passim
Kirk, William (Arizona Bill), 331
Kit Carson, Colo., 316
La Cebolla, N.M., 227
Laguna, pueblo, 107,108, Ill, 112, 113,
119,120,123,138,223,226,228,233,
241,243
Land, 9, 10,237; Iridian, 103, 109,
121-24,223,236,238
Land grants, 10, 37, 43,52,57-72
paSsim, 103,107-09, 121-24,226,235,
352
.
Larkin, Thomas H., 263
Las Animas, Colo., 323, 324
Las Animas'County, Colo., 315
Las Vegas, N.M., 44, 318, 329, 330
Le Grand, Alexander, 256
Leggett, Lt. Henry F., 338-47 passim
Lewis, Reuben, 193, 194
Liquor, 193,195,214,2.56,321,322,
323,327
Little Robe, Cheyerine leader, 321-22
Little Rock, Ark., 209, 212
Livestock stealing, 39,42-47 passim, 51,
101-32 passim, 148, 150,225-45
. passim, 315"36, passim
La de Mora, 44, 230
Lone Wolf, Kiowa leader, 319
Long, Maj. Stephen H., 190, 191,199, .
204,208
Longworth, Nicholas, 184,201
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Lopez, Lt. Vicente, 123
Lopez de Cardenas, Garda, 297
Louisville, Ky., 196,202,209
Lucero; Juan, 223,224
Luis, Navajo leader, 118
Lukachukai Mountains, 106.
Lyon, William H., bk. rev. by, 174-75
Madrid, N.M., 65
Magruder, Dr. David, 46
Manco Burro Pass, 39
Mangas Spring, see Santa Luda
Manrique, Gov. Jose, 125
Marshall, Thomas M., A History of
the Western Boundary of the
Louisiana Purchase, noted, 76
Maxwell, Lucien B., 37-56
Maynez, Gov. Alberto, 123
McCall, Gen. George A., 45-46
McDermott, John D., bk. rev. by, 85-86
McKnight, John, 211-12, 213-14
McMains, Rev. O. P., 320-21
McNitt, Frank, bk. rev. by, 268-70
Medicine Arrows, Cheyenne leader, 319,
320
Melgares, Gov. Facundo, 227-41, 242
Menchero, Fray Juan Miguel, 136-39, 142
Mendoza, Antonio de, viceroy, 289,
292-93,295
Merritt, Mattie, 338-39, 344, 346, 347-48
Mesa Prieta (Rio Puerco), 107,226
Mescalero Apache Indians, 119, 120-21;
125
Messervy, Gov. William S., 51
Mexico, government, 61, 64,145,239,
244,261; Independence, 143-44,237,
239,243; languages, 285-314; relations
with U.S., 261~62
Meyer, Michael C., bk. revs. by, 168-69,
276
Miami Bank, 192, 194,201
Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de, 137, 143
Miles, Gen. Nelson A., 331
Miller, N. M., 62
Mimbres River, 136-37, 143,348
Mining, 257-58; N.M., 57-73
Miranda, Guadalupe, 37
Missionaries, to Osage, 204, 209-14 passim
Mississippi River, 190, 191,204,210,
212,305
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Missouri, 192, 197,201,253
Missouri River, 190-91, 192, 197,208,
209, 212, 258,263; Indians, 230
Mogollon Apache Indians, 125
Mogollon Mountains, 120, 133,137,145,
146, 149, 150
Mohuache Ute Indians, 322
Montes, Rafael, 234
Montoya, Jose Joaquin de, 237
Montoya, Maraquita, 59, 61
Mora, N.M., 317
Mora River, 38, 49
Moran, Baptiste, 209, 21 I
Morgan, Lt. James N., 343, 344
Mt. Taylor, 105, 107, 109,223,226
Mules, 38,40,58,69,150,234,242,
262,318. See also Livestock stealing.
Munroe, Gov. John, 44
Murphy, Lawrence R., Rayado: Pioneer
Settlement, 1848-1857, 37-56; bk. rev.
by, 87-89
Myers, Lee, Mutiny at Fort Cummings,
337-50

Nacimiento, N.M., III
Nacimiento Mountains, 106
Nahuatl language, 285-314 passim
Narbona, Antonio, 112-16
Nava, Pedro de, 107, 109
Navajo Indians, 40,101-32,134,143,
223-51,352,355
Negroes, 182,208,211,288,295;
interpreter, 306; U.S. Army, 337-50
Neosho River, 204, 209, 210, 213
New, William, 44
New Mexico, American occupation, 37,
57,351; colonial, 101-60,223-39,
285-314; counties, 24; Mexican period,
239-45,253-64,351-55; militia, 223,
227,228,235,237-39,240,242,355;
politics, 5-36, 63-65, 70; Territory,
37-73,315-55
New Mexico Mining Company, 57-73
New Mexico Petroleum Association, 22
New Orleans, 184, 194, 196,202,224
New Spain, Indian languages, 285-314
Newport, Ky., 206-07
Newspapers, 7, 9, 16,21,23,68,70,
212,254-55,320-31 passim
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Nine Mile Bottom, 320, 324, 327, 332
Nixora Indians, 136
Niza, Fray Marcos de, 289-94
Nueva Galicia, 294, 295
Nueva Vizcaya, II2, 133, 134, 139,230
Nuttall, Thomas, 195, 199
Ohio, 59, 61,184,185,187,192,194
Ohio River, 192,205,206,209,210
Ojo Amarillo, 106
Ojo del Espiritu Santo, Ill, 226
Ojo del Oso, 239
Oklahoma, 315, 331
Old Whirlwind, Cheyenne leader, 319
One-eyed Bull, Cheyenne leader, 320,
323,324
6pata Indians, II 3, 133, 134, 140,
145-46,287,288,290,296; language,
293,302
Ortiz, Lt. Jose Francisco, 58, 59, 65
Ortiz, Jose Vicente, 223, 226
Ortiz, Juan Rafael, 123,238
Ortiz, Matias, 227
Ortiz grant, 57-72
Osage Indians, 191,199,204,208,
209-14
Oso Spring, 58, 62, 63
Otero, Miguel A., 63
Otornfan languages, 286
Owen, Dr. Thomas E., 321
Owens, Samuel c., 262
Packard, Gar and Maggy, Southwest
1880 with Ben Wituck, noted, 76
Padilla, Fray Juan de, 297, 303-06
Paguate, raf1cho, 108,241
Paiute Indians, 243
Palo Blanco, N.M., 318
Pancoast, Charles E., 40-41
Papago Indians, 136
Parke, Lt. John G., 48, 52
Patten, Nathaniel, 255,256
Pattie, James Ohio, 144
Pecos, pueblo, 134, 303;language, 304
Pecos and Placer Mining and Ditch
Company, 66
Pecos River, 66·67, 331
Pena, Juan de Dios, 229
Pena Blanca, Navajo farm, 238
Pen6n, Fray Mariano, 223

Perrine, Lt. H. P., 327
Petatlan, Sin., 289, 294, 297
Phelan, John L., The Millenial Kingdom
of the Franciscans in the N ew World,
noted,76
Philadelphia, Pa., 184, 188, 193-95, 197,
200-01,202
Piatt, John Hopper, 184-86, 197,201
Pickens, William H., Bronson Cutting vs.
Dennis Chavez, 5-36
Piedra Lumbre, 106
Pima Indians, 136, 138, 147,288-96
passim, 302, 307-08
Pino (Peno), Baptiste, 182, 21 I
Pino, Francisco, 238
Placer Mining Company of New Mexico,
.
68
Plains Indians, 305-06, 315-36
Playa de Santo Domingo, 146, 149
Pley, Jose, 52
Poleo Creek, 106
Pomeroy, Earl, bk. rev. by, 80-82
Ponil Creek, 37, 48
Pope, Gen. John, 49, 326
Potawatorni Indians, 191-92
Poteau River, 181, 191
Prada, Fray Jose de la, I 19
Prairie du Chien, Wis., 190, 195,207
Presidios, 37, 133,134, 136, 138, 145.
See also individual names.
Price, Maj. William R., 331
Provost, Etienne, 253,257
Pryor, Nathaniel, 203, 209, 213, 214
Pryor, Nathaniel Miguel, 209, 21 I
Pueblo, Colo., 325, 326
Purgatoire River, 315-16, 320, 321,327,
331,332
Quaker Peace Policy, 330
Quakers, see Friends
Querecho Indians, language, 306
Rada, Manuel, 255
Railroads, 48, 69, 316. See also
individual names.
Raton Mountains, 39,46,51,253,
316,329
Rayado, N.M., 37-56
Real Alencaster, Gov. Joaquin del,
116-21 passim, 235
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Red River, see Canadian
Red River War, 328, 331
Red Rocks Plaza, 321, 327
Reed; Erik K., bk. rev. by, 91-93
Reese, Calvin L., bk. revs. by, 172-74,
277-78
Reeve, Frank D., Navaho Foreign Affairs,
1795-1846, Pt. 11795-1815, 101-32;
Pt. II 1816-1824,223-51; New Mexico:
Land of Many Cultures, noted, 77
Reeves, Sgt. Thornton, 339, 340, 342,
346,347
Rencher, Gov. Abraham, 63, 64
Rencher, W. c., 70
Revar, Joseph, 204, 208
Revillagigedo, Conde de, see Giiemes y
Horcasitas
Riley, CarrollL., Early Spanish-Indian
Communication in the Greater
Southwest, 285-314
Rio Chaco, 106
Rio Colorado, N.M., 229
Rio de las Gallinas, 206
Rio del Norte, see Rio Grande
Rio del Oso, 117
Rio Gallinas, 106
Rio Grande, 104-06, 107, 135, 137, 138,
227,230,240,253,254,263,297,303,
317
Rio Napestle, 229. See also Arkansas
River.
Rio Puerco (E.), 104, 107, 110, 121,123,
226, 228; (N.), 104, 106; (W.), 105
Rister, Carl Coke, see Hafen, LeroyR.
Rivar, Louis, 182,204, 208
River Bend, Colo., 324
Rivera, CpI. Baltasar, 113
Rochecon River, 235. See also
Yellowstone.
Rojas, Father Carlos de, 145
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, 5-36 passim
Roosevelt, Theodore, 7, 28
Roy, Baptiste, 182,208,211
RuM de Celis, Alonso Victores, 136, 138
Ruiz de Apodaca, Juan, viceroy, 231, 237
Saenz, Fath~r Bartolome, 139-51
St. Louis, Mo., 68,189-96 passim, 207,
208,211,212,257,263
St. Vrain, Ceran, 38, 262
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Salazar, Francisco, 235
Salcedo y Salcedo, Nemesio, 109-20
Salt River, 294, 308
Salvador, Navajo leader, 225, 236
San Bernardino, Son., 149
San Elzeario, presidio, 118
San Francisco River, 137, 146-47
San Isidro, N.M., 106
San Jose, N.M., 223
San Juan, pueblo, 227, 317
San Juan River, 104, 105, 106, 117,232,
254
San Mateo Mountains, 105, 108, 109
San Mateo Spring, 109, 117
San Miguel (Rio Puerco), 226
San Miguel County, 24, 318, 353, 354,
355
San Miguel del Vado, 354
San Pascual, N.M., 143
San Simon, Ariz., 139, 140, 148, 149
Sanchez, Adelaido, 352
Sanchez Vergara, Ignacio Marla, 225-26,
227
Sandia, pueblo, 134,233
Sandoval, Juan Antonio, 241
Sangre de Cristo Mountains, 37, 38,
44-45,47,51,105,229,315
Santa Ana Indians, 226
Santa Anna, Antonio L6pez de, 262
Santa Clara, pueblo, 227, 256
Santa Clara Canyon, 118
Santa Cruz de la Canada, 118,226,233,
254,255,256
Santa Fe, 39, 46, 67,117,120,123,211,
237,261; presidio, 112, 134, 136, 138,
226,228,234
Santa Fe Railroad, 316, 323, 326, 328
Santa Fe Trade, 39, 181,253,261-64,
316,251,353-54
Santa Fe Trail, 37-39,42, 181,253,257,
316
Santa Luda, 146, 149
Satank, Kiowa leader, 319
Satanta, Kiowa leader, 319, 322
Schaefer, Lyle L., Faith to Move
Mountains, noted, 76-77
Schroeder, Albert H., 76
Scolley, John, 262
Segundo, Navajo leader, 110, 113-14,
117-18,120-21,123
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Serilanguage, 289
Sevilleta, N.M., 138
Sheep, 40, 49, 103-32 passim, 225-45
passim, 316; partido contracts, 352,
355. See also Livestock stealing.
Shelby, Charmion Clair, see Hackett,
CharlesW.
'
Sheridan, Gen. Philip H;, 345
Shiprock, N.M., 106
Sierra de San MarCial, 148'
Simmons, Marc, 76; bk. rev. by, 165-66
Sinaloa, 287; languages, 286
Sinaloa River, 289
Slaves, Indian, 40, 285, 288, 289, 293,
303,306; Negro, 183,306; Spanish,
285
Sloo, Thomas Jr., 197,200,201,202
Slover, Isaac, 209, 211
Smith, Melvin T., bk. rev. by, 167-68
Smith, Gen. ThomasA., 189, 191, 192,
193
Sobaipuri Indians, 136,291
Socorro, N.M., 107, 138
Sonora, 133-60 passim, 230, 231, 288,
296,302,306
Spence, Clark C., bk. rev. by, 89-90
Spotted Horse, Cheyenne leader, 323, 324
Springer, Charles, 9, 13, 15
Steck, Michael, 67, 68, 70
Stevens, Harry R., A Company of Hands
and Traders: Origins of the GlennFowler Expedition, 181-221
Stone Calf, Cheyenne leader, 322, 325
Stout, Joe A. Jr., bk. rev. by, 362-63
Stratton, Pvt. George, 341, 344, 347-48
Stumbling Bear, Kiowa leader, 319
Sumner, Col. Edwin Vose, 48
Sweet, Lt. William E., 338-46 passim
Tahua Indians, 287
Tally, Pvt. Henry, 340-47 passim
Tamaron y Romeral, Bi~hop Pedro, 143
Tanner, Clara Lee, bk. rev. by, 278-80
Tanoanlanguage, 304
Taos, N.M., 37-43 passim, 46, 105,229,
230,240,255,258,318
Tarahumara Indians, 133, 134, 145, 146
Tarascan Indians, 306; language, 286,
287,292,293,308
Taylor, Gen. James, 206

Taylor, Morris F., Plains Indians on the
New Mexico-Colorado Border, 315-36
Tenaja Mountains, 328
Tepehuan Indians, 287
Terrenate, presidio, 133, 136,145
Texas, 261, 287,315,318,319,327,
328,331
Theisen, Gerald, ed., Julian Aragon y
Perea, A Brief Memoir, 351-55
Tierra Amarilla, N.M., 106
Tinaja, N.M., 112
Tingley, Clyde, 17,27
Todos Santos, N.M., 133, 135, 139, 143,
145, 147, 149, 150
Tome, N.M., 116,244
Towa language, 304, 306
Townley,John, The New Mexico Mining
Company, 57-73
Trinidad, Colo., 316, 321, 327, 329
Trujillo, Vidal,50
Tsosi, Hosteen, 116
Truth or Consequences, N.M., 143
Tunicha, 105, 108,226,237
Turrieta, Manuel de, 238
United States Army, courts martial; 48,
338, 342-48; Dept. of the Missouri,
326,345; Negroes, 337-50; supplies, 43
184-99,202-03,206,207; surveys, 59,
206,328
United States frontier, 181-221 passim"
224,225,229-31,234,235,237,253-60
Utah, 106,242
Ute Creek, 318
Ute Indians, 37, 39, 41, 49, 104, 110,
111,119, 121, 136,225,22~228,
232,316-29 passim

Utley, Robert M., bk. rev. by, 169-70
Uto-Aztecan languages, 285-314 passim
Vado de Piedra (RIO Puerco), 228
Valdez, Juan Bautista, 235
ValenCia County, 24, 353
Valle de Culebra, Colo., 229
Valle Grande, N.M., 227
Van Bibber, Jesse, 204, 209, 211
Vargas, Lt. Antonio, 112
Venadito, Conde de, see Ruiz de Apodaca.
Verdigris River, 182,203,204,207,
209,211,213,214
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Vermejo Creek, 37, 323, 326
Vicente, Navajo leader, 117-20 passim,
236
Vild6sola, Capt. Gabriel Antonio de,
133-60 passim
Vizcarra, Jose Antonio, 241-45
Wallilce, Lt. W. M., 326, 327
Walters, Richard, 182,211
War of 1812,184-88,207
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